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$2.2 MILLION
TOTAL GIFTS DONATED BY ALUMNI

$7.6 MILLION
TOTAL GIFTS RAISED 2014-2015
THE 2014-2015 REPORT ON PHILANTHROPY provides a summary of contributions made to North Carolina Central University by MORE THAN 6,200 alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents and friends.

Individual and institutional donors demonstrated record-level generosity and commitment with gifts totaling $7.6 MILLION; that total includes $2.2 million donated by 15 PERCENT OF OUR ALUMNI. Faculty and staff contributed to the 2014-2015 Giving Campaign at a participation rate of 76 PERCENT.

One hundred and five years after admitting our first students, we continue to depend on your contributions to help us effectively advance the university’s mission and enhance each student’s experience.

North Carolina Central University is one of the nation’s top universities offering diverse, innovative educational opportunities to students. NCCU remains at the forefront of investigating and addressing health disparities affecting African-Americans and other minority groups and making game-changing discoveries at our two advanced research institutes. As a result, the campus continues to expand its reach and impact as a premier, first-choice and global institution.

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE UNIVERSITY:

STUDENT SUCCESS
Scholarships help NCCU improve retention rates for matriculating students, attract top scholars to campus, and develop innovative program offerings.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE
In keeping with our motto of Truth and Service, NCCU students worked 237,495 volunteer hours during 2014-15, a contribution valued at $5.1 million.

INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE
NCCU sponsors a series of extracurricular programs that bring individual thought-leaders and issues of national importance to campus.

IMPROVING LIVING AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Development of a new Student Center, renovation of residence halls, and construction of a new athletics complex are our capital priorities.
Dear NCCU Donors,

Thank you for your investment in North Carolina Central University. We remain grateful to you for your commitment to our number one priority: student success. Our institution continues to lead the way in educating and equipping scholars and giving them the competitive credential they will need to succeed in the global marketplace.

Over the past fiscal year, your generous contributions have made a significant impact in the lives of the students we serve. Each of you — our alumni, faculty, staff and friends, along with our corporate and foundation partners and organizations — assisted in providing near record-setting support totaling $7.6 million. Collectively, your gifts are improving North Carolina Central University by providing critical scholarships and creating research opportunities for our students. Our classrooms are led by faculty who are global leaders in their respective fields and who prepare and provide our students with lifelong learning opportunities so they can excel and succeed before and after graduation.

From our programs in the STEM disciplines, nursing, pharmaceutical sciences and the biosciences, to our innovations in business, education, law and liberal arts, NCCU is training some of the best and brightest scientists, medical doctors, health disparities researchers, musicians, marketers, educators, attorneys and business leaders in the Triangle, throughout North Carolina, around our nation and across the world.

In September 2014, the Division of Institutional Advancement launched “The Road to Eagle Excellence” Key Cities Tour. We traveled to six cities and engaged our major constituent communities, including many of you, and encouraged support for the university. (Please see story on page 35.) A special thank you is due to our alumni hosts, corporate partners and donors who supported us at these events.

As we celebrate North Carolina Central University’s 105th anniversary, we commemorate a solid legacy of “Truth and Service” that is synonymous with excellence, innovation, integrity and quality. Our institution will continue to thrive in the centuries to come and deliver on our promise of being the gateway to opportunity.

Thank you for investing in our future leaders and North Carolina Central University!

In Truth and Service,

Dr. Debra Saunders-White
Chancellor
Dear NCCU Supporters,

All of us at North Carolina Central University value and appreciate your ongoing support and dedication to helping students realize their dreams. With your invaluable commitment to excellence, we achieved one of the highest institutional records in 2014-2015 by raising more than $7.6 million in a single fiscal year. This would not have been possible without all of you.

With the generosity and support of donors, NCCU provides an enhanced academic environment for our students. We are grateful for your continuous support of Eagle Excellence through giving. Our alumni participation rate increased from 12 percent to 15 percent over the past year, generating $2.2 million in 2014-2015, as Eagles gave back in record numbers! Additionally, 76 percent of NCCU faculty and staff also contributed to the institution.

The Division of Institutional Advancement has created a culture of philanthropy that is engaging more current and potential donors than ever before. In June 2015, we launched the “Every Eagle. Every Year.” Giving Campaign. This campaign rallies “every Eagle” to give to North Carolina Central University “every year.” As part of the campaign kickoff, we issued a challenge on social media that received enthusiastic response from many millennial alumni and members of other affinity groups. (Please read about one of our young, first-time donors on page 23.)

Please know that every dollar entrusted to our care is leveraged and tracked to ensure that it reaches its maximum potential for improving the lives of current and future students, who are and will remain our No. 1 priority. Not only are we able to help students discover their individual pathways to success, we also encourage them to give back to have a tangible and meaningful impact on succeeding generations.

Thank you again for your support and your generosity. With you, we are able to realize our mission of providing students with access to quality education while building a brighter future for successive generations in North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Harriet F. Davis

Harriet Frink Davis, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor for Institutional Advancement
YEAR IN REVIEW

ALUMNI DONORS
3,625

ENDOWMENT VALUE
$41,984,313

NCCU FACULTY/STAFF PARTICIPATION RATES
19% FY2013
69% FY2014
76% FY2015

DONORS BY CATEGORY

- Religious Organizations
  $10,694
- Corporations
  $1,333,970
- Foundations
  $920,496
- Other Organizations
  $1,414,137
- Friends
  $1,223,083
- Faculty/Staff
  $250,000
- Alumni
  $2,227,000
- Parents
  $1,548
- Fund-Raising Consortia
  $14,143

TOTAL GIFTS RAISED:
$7.6 MILLION

ALUMNI GIVING PARTICIPATION RATES

- FY2015: 15%
- FY2014: 12%
- FY2013: 9%

BASED ON FISCAL YEAR GIVING
JULY 1, 2014 – JUNE 30, 2015
APPRECIATED ASSETS  PLANNED GIVING  REAL ESTATE
DEEDS  LIFE INSURANCE  LEGACY  VACATION HOMES
WILLS  STOCKS  ANNUITY

MEMBERS OF THE CHAUTAUQUA HERITAGE SOCIETY:
2014-2015

Elmontenal C. Allens ’79
Maury Alston ’90
Roxana M. Alston ’91
Shirley R. Armstrong ’71, ’83
David L. Avery ’63
Annette A. Bailey ’68
Erlie F. Barnes ’51
Arthur L. Best ’87
Tiffany R. Blakeley ’91
Lillian J. Bowser ’89
Bertha H. Breese ’57
Drew H. Brown ’65
Judge Brown Jr. ’68
Ophelia Garmon-Brown ’76
Waiter M. Brown ’48, ’55
Gevonda Braswell-Bryant ’81
Roy Brooks
Octavia W. Cabey ’74
Nannie Coleman
Charles E. Clinton ’66
Charles Cooper+
Vivian S. Cooper+
Wilfreda C. Coy ’89+
Pharrah Crawford ’02
Claretha M. Davis
Nathaniel Davis Jr.
Robert L. Dubbs Sr. ’60+
Donna K. Douglas ’84
Susette Spivey-Dula ’95
Harold T. Epps ’74
Gwendolyn Flowers ’74
Sharon Freeland ’74

**Deceased since last printing
+New since last printing  Last updated: 12/1/2015
The Chautauqua Heritage Society honors and thanks all those who have made a commitment to North Carolina Central University in a will or trust, life insurance or life income annuity or through the gift of real estate, and who have informed the university of their intentions. The Chautauqua Heritage Society’s name recalls the original title of North Carolina Central University — the National Religious Training School and Chautauqua for the Colored Race.

The first Chautauqua took place beside a lake of the same name in New York state. The movement that drew together people for educational lectures, sermons, performances and debates was popular in the early 1900s, when NCCU was founded. Just as the university today is the legacy of the Chautauqua movement, you will leave your legacy as a member of the Chautauqua Heritage Society by supporting students, researchers and faculty of NCCU.

Members of the Chautauqua Heritage Society have made the commitment to include a college, school, program or scholarship fund as a beneficiary in their will or trust. Bequests are not subject to estate taxes, reducing tax liability for their heirs. Gifts may include residences, vacation homes or acreage through a “remainder interest” deeded to the NCCU Foundation. Contributions may also include appreciated assets, such as stocks or life insurance policies, that offer important tax benefits.

For more detailed information about wills and estate plans and the Chautauqua Heritage Society, please contact 919-530-5264 or email giving@nccu.edu.

Pamela S. Glean ’80
Angela N. Gray
Jamar Gregory
Roger R. Gregory ’71**
George R. Hamilton ’77
Thomas N. Hammond ’64
Sybil S. Henderson ’77
Calvin Hilton ’78+
Glendora Hilton ’78+
Vanessa Hinton
Cheryl Hodge ’87+
Barbara E. Holland ’82
Carla Horne
Ronnie Horne ’81
Brinson Hyman ’85
Kasey Jackson
Anthony Jarman
Timothy Jarmon
Leonard T. Jemigan Jr. ’76+
Gardner L. Johnson ’84
Zandra Sue Johnson ’85
Zaundra Y. Johnson ’89
Elnora S. Jones ’44
Esther Morgan Jones ’63
Vasant Kairwar
Carolyn B. Kamara ’72
Jermaine Kee
Allen Kirkman ’80
Ann Kizzie
Apryle Lawson ’92
Heather S. Linton
Theresa Little
Ernestine D. Lyon ’57
Daphne Magee-Hunter ’75
Sylvia Massey ’72
Deborah Mayo-Jeffries ’76
Sucheta Mazumdar
Linda W. McDougle ’66
Helen V. McLean ’54
Tommy T. McNeill ’93
Richard A. Miller ’48**
Eric A. Montgomery ’87
Janelle Morrow ’95
Dwight D. Perry ’76
Karen S. Perry ’91, ’96
Norma Petway ’77
Allison C. Phillips
James D. Ragin ’72
Bobbie Reddick ’70
Barbara J. Redmon ’88+
Avon L. Ruffin ’75
Myrtle B. Sampson ’51, ’52
Barbara B. Smith ’84
Larkin B. Smith III ’74
Nicole Smith ’95
Sherika Smith
William G. Smith ’77
James H. Speed Jr.’75
Benjamin Speller Jr. ’62
Gerald A. Spence
Jennifer Spence ’86
Jerry Spence ’86
JoeAnne Stephens ’70
James A. Stewart
Harold Suggs ’57
Chevela L. Thomas ’82, ’04, ’06
Carlton E. Thornton Sr.
Kay T. Thomas ’66
Sean A. Thomas ’95, ’98
Viola G. Turner
Erdyne Vereen
Peggy M. Ward ’74
Monte D. Watkins ’84+
James M. Webb ’76
Harvey L. White ’72
Melvin F. White ’70
Monya J. White ’72
James E. Williams Sr. ’57, ’74
Through this publication and in other ways, North Carolina Central University recognizes and celebrates the commitment and dedication of all of its donors at every dollar amount. Beginning at the Supporter level to the Living Legacy donor, every donor counts toward helping to meet our critically important participation goals.

Donors who give annually at the Leadership level are welcomed as members of the Shepard Society, named for our founder, Dr. James E. Shepard. Donors at the 1910 Circle level and above receive invitations to special events, including Lyceum, Symposia, speaker series and receptions with the Chancellor.
LIVING LEGACY  
$25,000 – $1M

Robert Dolan
John Fassett
George Hamilton ’77 and Jill Hamilton
Kevin Holloway ’75 and Lauretta Holloway ’75
Michael Johnson ’69 and Elizabeth Johnson
Veronica Johnson ’71 ’80
David Mitchell ’84
Tonja Roberts ’93
Macerine Sampson ’75**
Myrtle Sampson ’52 ’73
Allyson Siegel
S. Dallas Simmons ’62 ’67** and Yvonne Simmons ’62
S. Dallas Simmons Jr. ’86
Cornell Slade ’75 and Bessie Slade ’75
Isaiah Tidwell ’67 and Hellenia Tidwell ’68

VISIONARY  
$10,000 – $24,999

Anonymous
John Barbee ’73 and LaQuetta Barbee ’74
Carolyn Booker
Robert Dobbs ’60
Harold Epps Jr. ’74 and Kathy Epps ’75
Ralph Fraser ’63 ’65
Kenneth Gibbs ’78 and Lori Jones Gibbs
Isaac Green
Keith Haywood ’77 and Marilyn Sutton-Haywood ’75
Hugh Johnson II ’97
Mandrake Lewis ’97
Elmina Mangum ’75
Branford Marsalis
Michael Hershfield and Susan Rosenthal
Stephen Sharfroth
Esther Silver-Parker ’69
John Smith ’64 and Laura Smith ’65 ’83
George Walls ’75 and Portia Walls ’75
Peggy Ward ’74
Raymond Weaver ’70 and Deborah Weaver ’71
Clarence Williams ’61 and Mildred Williams ’61
Floyd D. Young

CHANCELLOR’S CIRCLE  
$5,000 – $9,999

John Amey ’63 ’77 and Ellen Amey ’62 ’72
Norman Anderson ’77
Yolanda Banks Deaver ’87
Dannielle Bennett ’99
Walter Brown ’48 ’55
John Burris and Cheryl Amanu-Burris
Sammie Chess Jr. ’56 and Marlene Enoch-Chess ’57
Wilfreda Coy ’69
Melissa Craig ’95
Phyllis Craig-Taylor
Charles Davé ’66
Troy Dixon ’75 and Brenda Dixon
Yvonne M. Evans
Barbara Exum ’75
Willie Gay ’74
Marvin Genzer
Walter Gerald ’64
Nicholas Harvey ’73
Calvin Hilton ’78 and Glendora Hilton ’78
Elston Howell and Lisa Howell ’91 ’95
Ernest Jenkins ’74 ’80 and Shirley Jenkins ’73 ’79
Leroy Johnson ’57 and Cleopatra Johnson
Ernestine Lyon ’57
Keith Manning
Mitchell McAllister ’91 and Lorna McAllister ’90
Ronald McCray ’74
Evelyn Morrisay ’60
Dwight Perry ’76 and Veronica Ray
Paul Pope Jr. ’75
Hazel Reed
Avon Ruffin ’77
Earl Sanders ** and Arthrel Sanders ’53
Debra Saunders-White
Richard Smith ’81 and Jacqueline Beauty-Smith ’79 ’93
Mary Stevenson ’71 ’75
Donald Thomas ’64 and Kay Thomas ’66
Milton Tingling ’82
Monte Watkins ’84
Samuel Williams

SHEPARD’S COURT  
$2,500 – $4,999

Charles Bailey ’74
Dori Bennett ’84
Gayla Bivens-Moss ’00
Harman Boone ’58 ’67 and Carol Boone
Christopher Boozer ’78
Leland Branch ’77 ’93
Leslie Brinson ’61 ’71 and Doris Brinson ’61
Robert Chiles ’56
Theressa Cobb-Newcome ’75
Willie Cooper ’65
William Coward ’53 and Tamara Coward
Melvin Crawley ’79
James Davis ’64
Tacy Dawkins ’86
Edward Gomes and Lois Deloatch
Ronnie DeWitt ’72 and Verlene DeWitt ’73
Lee Dudley ’92
Carolyn Edge ’67
Rebecca Edmonds ’43 ’68
David Fitts ’76 and Maxine Fitts
Ophelia Garmon-Brown ’76
Janice Harper ’76 ’77
Samson Harrell ’65 and Lizzie Harrell ’65
William Hayes ’65 and Carolyn Hayes ’65
Susan Hester
Joan Higginbotham
Ola Hill ’76
Gail Hoggard ’75
Lennard Hood ’65
George Huff ’72
Ralph Hunt ’64 and Rebecca Hunt
Vergil Hyatt ’76
Wanda Hyatt ’82
Sinead Ingersoll
Denise Johnson ’77
Deborah Johnson Reeder ’76
Ronita Caldwell ’78
Thad Jones ’63
Irving Joynor
Carolyn Kamara ’72
Linda Kennedy-Beauliv ’65
Clara Lawson
Carlton Mack ’66
Laverne Mance-Burch ’64
Vivian McCoy ’87
Ann McMillan
Linda Norfleet ’70

Every effort has been made to present an accurate account listing of our donors. However, there still may be errors of omission. If your listing is incorrect or your name has been omitted, we apologize. Please provide the correct information by contacting the Division of Institutional Advancement at 919-530-6151.

**Deceased
Richard Miller Leaves Largest Single Alumni Gift to University

ALUMNUS RICHARD ALLEN MILLER passed away in 2013 and left a bequest of more than $351,000 for an endowed scholarship in the NCCU Athletics Department. His gift was the largest individual gift from an alumnus of North Carolina Central University. Miller remained a lifelong fan of NCCU athletics – despite moving 500 miles to coach at Tennessee State University for nearly half a century.

As a freshman, Miller arrived at NCCU to play basketball for Coach John McLendon and became a star player for the Eagles as they won the first Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association championship. After graduation in 1948, he served in the U.S. Army, then earned a master’s degree at Tennessee State University and a doctorate at the University of Indiana. But he never forgot his roots at NCCU.

That gift was formally recognized by the Board of Trustees in 2015, when they voted to name an academic resource center in McDougald-McLendon Arena the Richard A. Miller Computer Lab for this former Eagle whose star qualities shined both on and off the court.

Upon his death in 2013, Miller left a bequest of more than $351,000 for an endowed scholarship in the NCCU Athletics Department.
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HELLENA HUNTLEY AND ISAIAH TIDWELL once pooled their money to share a double Popsicle at NCCU in the 1960s. The couple, married now for 48 years, still keeps those leftover Popsicle sticks around as a reminder of humble beginnings.

After graduating from NCCU, Isaiah launched a career in corporate banking that transcended glass ceilings and paved the way for upcoming African-Americans in the field. Hellena, a psychology major, became a top fundraiser for Winston-Salem State University and the Arts and Science Council of Charlotte/Meckenburg, among others.

Throughout their marriage, the Tidwells’ commitment to philanthropy and public service has benefitted the communities where they lived and worked. They’ve also shown an ongoing commitment to NCCU.

Isaiah steered a corporate donation of $500,000 from Wachovia to establish an endowed chair at NCCU in 1999. In 2015, the couple established a $100,000 scholarship in the names of his parents, William and Anna Davis Tidwell, saying: “It seemed fitting to honor my parents with a gift to future generations.”

It seemed fitting to honor my parents with a gift to future generations.”

— ISAIAH TIDWELL
GIVING BY INDIVIDUALS

Walter Johnson ‘67 and Elizabeth Johnson ‘62
Alicia Jones ‘60
Aniza Jones ‘97
April Jones
Beatrice Jones ‘75
Helen Jones
Kristi Jones ‘89
Linda Jones ‘75 ‘82
Maurice Jones Sr. ‘68
Melvena Jordan ‘74
Marsha Kee
Rosemarie Kitchin
Johnnie Knight and Jacqueline Knight
Carolyn Koonce ‘83
Jenny Koortbojian
Richard LaBennett
John Langston
May Langston ‘74
Jonathon Leach ‘04
Larry Leatherberry ‘63
Warren Leggett ‘67
Tinchung Leung
Herman Lewis ‘57
Pamela Lewis ‘96 ‘02
Connie Lipscomb ‘78 and Tamera Lipscomb ‘79
Kate Little ‘69
Estell Lloyd ‘64
Robert Loftin ‘93 and Barbara Loftin ‘68
Mitzi Logan
Clayton Mack ‘97
Edward Marshall
James Marshall ‘63
Lorina Leavy Marshall Blake
Perry Massey ‘69
Ilean Mattocks ‘57
Tyrae McAlpine
Tessa McCarthy
William McCoy and Gladis McCoy ‘53
Neil McDougald ‘71 and Marrian McDougald ‘72
Barretta McGhee-White
Thomas Tiemann and Eileen McGrath
Angela McVey ‘96 ‘01
Frances McVey ‘69
David McKenna
Paul Meade
Robert Mebane ‘68
Adrienne Meddock ‘91
Edna Miles ‘64
Nathaniel Mitchell
Rodessa Mitchell ‘74
Johnnie Mizelle ‘67 and Gloria Mizelle ‘69
Sara Mobley
Leonard Moore ‘65
Dexter Morris
Margaret Morris
Arimental Moseley ‘72
Carlton Moss Jr. ‘98
Levelle Moton ‘96
David Nass
Danny Neal ‘67
James Neal ‘64
Charlie Nelms and Jeanetta Nelms
Jonathan Nettles ‘03
Raymond Nobles ‘83 and Billie Nobles ‘63
Derek Norford
Veronica Nwosu
Margaret Osborne-Chadwick ‘75
Ashley Owens ‘95 ‘98 and Alfreda Owens ‘96
Huston Paschal
Lisa Patterson ‘00
Angelo Peebles ‘06
Charles Penny ‘80
Louis Skip Perkins Jr. ‘94 ‘98 ‘00
Nichelle Perry ‘97
Dorothy Person ‘59
Robert Person ‘73 and Ethel Person ‘72
Elizabeth Peterson ‘87
Theodore Pickersgill
Mildred Pointer Rudd ‘74
James Potts ‘57 and Virginia Potts ‘55
Bettye Powell ‘69
Patricia Purcell ‘66
Archie Rahmaan ‘70 and Minnie Rahmaan
Shamese Ransome ‘80
Ira Reade ‘76 and Mary Reade ‘73
Vivian Reed ‘64
James Riddick ‘94
Gerald Riley ‘70 ‘76
Reginald Robinson
Sammy Robinson ‘76
Wade Robinson
James Rogers ‘87 and Bertha Rogers ‘81
John Rogers ‘73
Sandra Rogers ‘71 ‘97
Anitra Roster ‘02
Stephen Russell ‘72 and Rose Russell ‘71
James Sanders Jr. ‘68 and Brenda Sanders ‘68
Lillie Sanders ‘63
Angela Satterthwaite ‘74
Stephen Schewel
Bernard Scott ‘67 ‘97
Curtis Scott ‘74
Diane Scott
Joseph Seagle ‘96
Pamela Sharpe ‘87
Ronald Speight ‘71 ‘74
Henry Spencer ‘64 and Lillie Spencer ‘66
Elizabeth Stephenson ‘00
Mable Stevenson ‘63
Erogers Stinson
Lillian Stokes ‘66
Gwendolyn Strane ‘63 and Clinton Strane
Janette Street ‘65
Richard Strowd ‘81
John Sullivan
Sheilda Sutton ‘69
V. Rashad Sweet
Charlie Taylor
Vanessa A. Taylor
M. R. Thissen
Etienne Thomas ‘56
Sean Thomas ‘95 ‘98
Larry Thompson and Brenda Thompson ‘68
Phyllis Thompson ‘94
Percy Thorne ‘67 and Barbara Thorne
Michael Thompson and Margarita Throp
Alade Tokuta
Clarence Toomer ‘76
Susan Trabka
Geoffrey Tuson
See ‘64
Hope Tyehimba
Loleta Underue
Beatrice Vasser ‘54
Stacey Venable ‘94
Tonyie Villines ‘88
A. Maurice Waddell ‘74 and Sylvia Waddell ‘74
Abbie Walker ‘56 ‘65
Courtney Walker ‘95
Eric Walker ‘71 and Clara Ann Walker ‘72
Ace Ward ‘75
Judith Washington ‘77
Walter Weathers ‘68 and Mary Weathers ‘69
Edith White ‘70
James Whittaker ‘74
Bennie Wicker
Carolyn Wiggins
Clarence Williams ‘61 ‘65 ‘85
Dexter Williams ‘79
Kimberly Williams ‘95
Larry Williams ‘78
Lorena Williams ‘74
Mary Williams ‘72
Mary Williams-Poidexter ‘72
Barbara Wilson ‘69
Charles Wilson
Kevin Wilson ‘12 and Shanika Wilson
Clifton Woods III ‘66
Claretha Woody ‘77
Diane Wormsley
Bobby Wynne ‘77 and Lyndea Wynne ‘79
MAROON & GRAY CLUB
$100 – $499
James Abdullah and Shirley Abdullah
Joanne Abel ‘87
Amal Abu-Shakra
William Acton ‘77
Evelyn Adams ‘82
John Adams
Yvonne Adams ‘64
Anne Aiello
Johnson Akinyele
Obianyi Akinwole ‘69 and Barbara Akinwole ‘79
Susan Alberts
Jennifer Albright
Howard Aldrich
Alfred Alexander and Helen Alexander ‘75
Jamaal Alexander ‘08
John Alford III ‘88
Joseph Algood and Wilenea Algood ‘91
Adrienne Allen ‘89
Ervin Allen ‘71 and Sarah Folsom ‘80
Jacqueline Allen ‘74
Kenya Allen ‘97
Natalie Allen
Sonya Allen ‘99
Vanessa Allen ‘89
Wanda Allen-Abraham ‘91
Elmontal Allen ‘79
Bridgeett Allen-Webb ‘86
Pamela Allison
Gregory Alston ‘81
Herman Alston ‘74 and Phyllis Alston ‘87
E. G. Alston and Pearl Alston ‘04
Sylvia Alston-Purnell ‘72
Rhahsa Amon ‘93
Anthony Amos ‘75
Albert Anderson ‘77
Brenda Anderson ‘76
Edward Anderson Sr. ‘76
Richard Anderson
Sylvia Anderson
Nicole Andrade
Jeremy Andrey ‘96
Kenisha Armstrong ‘09 ‘11
Bobby Arnold and Anjali Arnold
Annie Arrington ‘71
Gloria Arrington ‘79
Kimberly Arrington ‘00
Avis Artis ‘80
Brenda Asbury ‘73
Nita Asher ‘06
Kelvin Atkinson ‘03
Milton Austin
Teresa Badger ‘75
Dia Baggett ‘94
Katherine Baggett ‘97
Theodore Bagley ‘89
Alan Bailey ‘03
David Bailey ‘07
Dorothy Bailey ‘82
Evester Bailey ‘70 ‘72 and Brenda Bailey ‘71 ‘74
Herbert Bailey and Laurie Shaman-Bailey ‘86
Kermitt Bailey ‘84
Melvin Bailey ‘69
B.W. Baker
Debbie Baker ‘94
Karen Baldwin
Lawrence Baldwin
Frank Ballance Jr. ‘63 ‘65 and Bernadine Ballance
Lloyd Ballance ‘81
John Bang
Darryl Banks ‘83
Felicia Banks
Sherrocks Banks
Camille Banks-Payne ‘01
Shelly Baso ‘06
Audrey Barbee ‘11
Melvin Barbee and Margaret Barbee ‘66
Ruth Bardson
Alton Barfield Jr. ‘93
Tracy Barley ‘93
Margaret Barnes ‘58 ‘75
Michael Barnes ‘98
Leacha Barnett ‘83
John Bartlett and Chris Bartlett
Patricia Bartlett
Gregory Battle ‘89
William Battey
Henrietta Bature ‘04
Sharon Baucum-DeShazo
Frank Baumgartner
Dessie Bauzon-Laxton
Lori Beale
Nimian Brail Jr.
David Beattie
Jeanette Beckwith
Edna Becton-Pittmon ‘56
Esther Belikoff
Braxton Bell ‘89
Jean Bell
Ulysses Bell ‘76 and Dorothy Henderson
Donna Bellamy ‘99
Ruthene Bellamy ‘76
Timothy Bellamy
Daniel Beisky
Jennifer Bennett
Voneka Bennett ‘03
Monica Benteler
Ellen Bentley ‘55 and Robert Bentley
Rex Bentley
Ronald Bergquist and Drucilla Bergquist
Dorothy Bernholz ‘75
Malcom Berry ‘80
Scott Bertram
Willie Best ‘77
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Brenda Ashbury
Alan Bailey
Felicia Banks
Johnny Bethea
Laura Bethsea '99
Doris Bethel '47
Jane Bethel
James Biggers '70
Morris Billingslea
Katrina Billingsley '06
Sarah Bingham
Nelson Biehette
Bertrand Birdsall '73
Paul Bitting '67
James Black '66
Elsie Blackman '53
Eugene Blackman '65 and Normandy Blackman '65
Betty Blackwell
Pamela Blake
Jeff Bleustein
Yalonda Blizard '98
Morris Blount Sr. '56
Terrence Blount '67
Freddy Blythe '79
Mary Boatwright
Cynthia Boehmke
Nicholas Bogen
Willie Boggin '72
Joyce Bolden '68
Norman Bolden
Thomas Boles '91 '98
Joan Bond '74
Pamela Bond '01
Walter Bond '83
Amos Bonner '59
Donald Bonner
Lee Booker '71 and Evelyn Booker
Arthur Benjamin and Valerie Boone '77
Victor Boone '75
Karan Bostick '77
Gregory Bosworth
Sheila Bowens-Bratts '91
Mary Butler '69
Barbara Bute '13
Robert Burch '62
Grova Bridges '68
Sheila Bridges-Bond
Dolores Bridgette '67
Ethel Briggs
Derek Brinson
Jessica Brinson
Douglas Bristol
Daniel Brit '12
James Britt
Miriam Britt Rosenhall '68
Miriam Britt Rosenhall
Kylie Brockfeild
Jacqueline Brodie '71 '77
Dolly Bromberg
Melissa Bromley
Mary Brookhart
Edward Brooks '84
Laura Brooks
Stephanie Brooks
Theodore Brooks
Wanda Brooks '74
James Brothers
Dorothy Brower-Brook '73
Anthony Brown
Douglas Brown and Beatrice Brown '74
Betty Brown
Chickie Brown '12
Deborah Brown
Doris Brown '74
Eugene Brown '07
Calvin Brown '58 and Genevieve Brown '58
Grant Brown
Irene Brown '54
John Brown
Joseph Brown '76
Josephine Brown '56 '67
Phyllis D. Brown
Toniola Brown-Bland
Doug Broyles
Constance Bryant '68
Gregory Bryant '79 and Gevonda
Brasswell-Bryant '81
Lou Bryant
Michelle Bryant '95
Olga Bryant '74
Al Buehler
Wendell Bullard '94
Uchenna Bulimer
Shirley Bullock
Dorothy Bumphus '62 '88
Raymond Bunch '63 and '65
Doris Bunch '65
Gregory Bundage
Kelly Burgess '66
Lynn Burke '10
James Burnette
Sandy Burney '08
Kathryn Burns
J. A. Burrell
William Burroughs '01 and Anita Burroughs
Joseph Burton and Linda Burton
Philip Bushnell
Barbara Butte '13
Lindsey Butte
Mary Butler '69
Timmy Butler
Twylla Butler
Mikisha Byers '98
Frances Byrum
Lora Byrum '09
Derek Byrd '72 and Brenda Bailadi '72
Sherman Byrd
Joyce Caesar '76
Billy Cain and Lena Cain
Robert Cain '69 and Antina Cain '66
Gwendolyn Calhoun '57
Thomas Caligan
Anita Cameron '78 '87
Calvin Cameron
Dominique Camin '09
Frank Campbell
Janice Campbell Wright '69
Edmund Campion and Margaret Campion
Tara-Anne Canada '11
Watereene Canada '77
Margorie Canaday '88
Arien Cannon '11
Sharon Cannon '06
Robert Breed and Michele Carlo
Rodney Carr
Hattie Carrington '81
Adrian Carroll
Cynthia Carter
Jerry Carter
Linda Carter '09
Nancy Carter
Kenneth Carver '70 and Geraldine Carver '70
David Causey
Shirley Chambers '69
Lemile Chandler
Cynthia Chapman '69
Julie Chappell
Linda Chatman '70
Latoya Cheek '00
James Cherry and Jean Cherry '57
Ricky Christian
Robert Christy Jr. '81
William Christy '89
Gwendolyn Chun '64
Charles Ciuffone and Nancy Ciuffone
Rosa Ciaramaglia
Joseph Clark and Carolynn Clark '68
Kinna Clark '14
Theresa Clark '74
Michael Clarke and Patricia Clarke
Barbara Clayton
Joyce Clayton '69
Melvin Clayton '69
Theoseus Clayton '58 and Eva Clayton
Evelyn Barnes Clegg '74
Nancy Clements '71
Cheresa Clemens
Della Clemmons '65
Michael Clemmons '75
Stanley Cleverley
Louise Clifford
Cassandra Cobb '91
Anita Cox Cobb '94
Blair Cody '00
Matthew Cogdell '76
Thomas Cole
Eula Coleman '74
Karen Coleman '06
Cora Cole-McFadden '68 '72
Krishnee Coley '00
Curtis Collier
James Collier '93 and Kimberly Collier '93
Bert Collins Jr. '96 '06 and Carolyn Collins '04
James Collins
Jeffrey Collins '08
Paul Collins
Arthur Colton
Joseph Colvin and Lillie Colvin
Sharon Compton
Wanda Conen
R. D. Conwell '77
Karen Cook
Allan Cooper
Amos Cooper and Brenda Cooper
Beverly Cooper '81
Glen Cooper '81
Theresa Cooper '86
Joseph Corey Jr. '88
Augustine Cotten
Michael Cotter
Mary Cotton '95
Michael Cotton
Walter Cotton '78 and Phyllis Cotton
Kimberly Council '94
James Courtney '55 and Elizabeth Courtney
George Covington
Gregory Coward
Dionne Cox '92
Tyrone Cox '94 and Birshari Cox
Bettie Cozart '59
Gary Cotton
Martin Crane and Dolores Lowman-Crane
Stefan Crane
Nicole Crawford
Shenita Crawford '04
Robin Crawley '83
James Crisp
Zelma Crisp '74
Clarence Cross Jr. '69
Nettie Crossman '69 '80
Courtney Crowder '00
Gloria Crowder '70
Dana Cuberston '99
Tessra Cuff '07
Dimitrus Culbreath '84
Bria Culp '00
Stephen Cumbee
Sydney Cunningham
John Curry
H. Sebastian Curtis '84
Tom Dalby and Carolyn Dalby
Devanda Dalrymple
Karen Dameron '79
James Damon and M. Joanne Damon
Cleophas Daniel
Donald Daniel '72
Ahmad Daniels '75 '89
Calvin Daniels '87
Harry Daniels
Kathleen Daniels
Anita Daniels-Kenney
Ida Dark
Joseph Dary and Mildred Dary '78
Leigh Dasher '09
Kristy Daughtry '99
Walter Davenport
Erica Davies '94
Jamees Davidson '74
James Davies '79
Audrey Davis '74
Cherry Davis
Dale Davis '04
Darius Davis and Dessolene Davis '89
Doris Davis '70
E. Ann Davis
Eddie Davis III
Felicia Davis '84
Geraldine Davis '59
Gloria Davis '71 '74 '79
Gwendolyn Davis '73
James W. Davis and Nancy Davis
James H. Davis
Joyce Davis '94
Kamaria Davis '09
Kurtis Davis '08
Markie Davis
Rogers Davis '65
Ronald Davis
Sandra Davis
Tatia Davis '90
Vanda Davis '97
Wendell Davis '87
Alexander Davison
Alexander Dawson
April Dawson
Shade Dawson Jr. '85
Shirley Dawkins '98
Siohn B. Day '09
John Daye and Anne Daye '79
Timothy Daye '89
Gina Dean '90
Naqeeqa Deas-Blanton '94
Dale Deese '89 and Mindy Deese
Saundra Degeneeste
Nelson Delgado
Kathryn DeMarco
A Champion for Equality in Education

NCCU School of Law is uniquely honored to be the adopted alma mater of ATTORNEY AND FORMER CLERK OF THE U.S. SUPREME COURT JOHN D. FASSETT, who served as clerk to Justice Stanley Reed, considered a key vote on the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision. Fassett, who attended Yale University, chose NCCU’s Law Library in 2012 to receive the John D. Fassett Collection, a comprehensive body of work featuring documents written by and about Supreme Court Justices. Fassett also donated memorabilia from his term on the court and items related to Brown v. Board of Education, the case that brought an eventual end to segregation in America’s public schools.

In 2015, the NCCU School of Law received a separate $250,000 gift from Fassett to fund an endowed professorship focusing on constitutional law, human rights and civil rights. The University of North Carolina General Administration matched that gift, creating a $500,000 endowment.
**Scholarship Recipient Continues Quest for Educational Quality**

When **DR. CECELLIA STEPPE-JONES** retired as dean of the School of Education in 2011, her colleagues and friends created an endowed scholarship in her honor.

Dr. Steppe-Jones spent much of her career training effective teachers and devising better ways to recruit, prepare and retain quality teachers in public schools.

Senior **YOLANDA BLACK**, this year’s recipient of the Steppe-Jones scholarship, expresses a vision that aligns with that of the gift’s namesake.

"I always wanted to be a teacher, and especially to promote better education for minorities. It is the right of all minorities to have equal access and opportunities in education, and one day I plan to write new curriculum that will be more responsive to minorities, as well."

— YOLANDA BLACK, SENIOR
GIVING BY INDIVIDUALS

James Harris
Jasper Harris
Shanal Harris ’11
Stacey Harris ’92
Lorenzo Harrison and
Carolyn Harrison ’66
Don Harrison ’53 ’72 and
Norma Harrison ’45
Samuel Harrison and
Mary Harrison ’71
Terrance Harrison
William Harrison ’69 and
Patricia Harrison ’70
Cheryl Hart ’80
David Hart ’05
Natalie Hartman
Ulrich Hartmond
Stephen Hartzelt
Laura Harvey
George Harvin
Lois Hasan ’74
Walter Hatcher
Georgie Hathaway and
Beverly Scarlett ’93
Shirley Hatton ’56
Yvonne Hatton ’52
Susan Hauser
Kerry Havner
Cora Hawkins ’71
Laurence Hawkins ’89
Mary Hawkins ’56
William Hawkins ’80
Charles Hayden
Dena Hayes ’93 ’98
Michael Hayes and
Sheila Hayes ’84
Norma Haywood ’64
Janelle Headen ’07
Chris Heagerty ’10
Danielle Hearst ’05
Margaret Heath
Wallace Hedgepeth and
Arlene Hedgepeth
Joseph Heitman
Lenora Helm
Cecil Henderson
Thelma Henderson ’68
Angela Kessler ’92
Yvette Henry ’74
Gordon Herbert
Steve Herman
James Herndon
Maulin Herring ’88
Linda Hester
Pamela Hester ’97
Tracy Hewett ’04
Joyce Hicks ’71
Carol Hill ’67
Harold Hill
James Hill
Keisha Hill ’02
Sabrina Hill-Black ’94
Nancy Hillisman ’14
Avis Hines ’76
Paulette Hines ’74
Patricia Hinnant
Harvey Hinton ’73
Jonathan Hinton ’92 ’10
Suzanne Hixson
Alma Hobbs ’69
Oliver L. Hodge and
Gassennie Hodge ’65
Theresa Hodies ’65
Branda Holt ’68
Timothy Holley
Vivian Holliday ’74
Fleecia Holloway
Bernard Hollowell
Charles Holmes ’75
Manus Homes ’87 ’90 and
Shelia Holmes ’92
Valita Holmes ’83
Rosalyn Hood ’07
Ruth Hood
William Hooks
Donnie Hoover ’74
Rodney Hopkins ’93
Carolyn Hopp
Amilda Horne
Rudolph Horried ’57
Robert Horrey ’87
Kelly Horton
Mertis Horton ’69
Dwayne Houston ’94
Margaret Howard-Gill ’62
Lillian Howell
Helen Hudson ’60
Iris Hudson ’71
Tia Hudson
Elizabeth Hawbren ’13
Elsie Huff ’70
Robert Huger
Susan Hughes
John Hughley
Samuel Hummel Jr.
Peter Humphries
John Hunt
Anatra Hunter ’83
Jeanette Hunter
Robert Hunter
Charles Hurbert and
Sharon Spencer ’85
LeKeisha Hurst ’97
Frederick Hutchinson
Nzinga Hutchinson
Larry Hyde ’42
Kingsley Ikharo ’09
Donald Jack ’10
Andrea Jackson
George Jackson
James Jackson ’67
Richard Jackson and
Mindred Jackson ’66
Robin Jackson
Rosemary Jackson
Samuel Jackson
Stephen Jackson ’04
Melissa Jackson-Holloway
Burnella Jackson-Ransom ’61
Brittany Jacob
H. C. Jacobs
Kelvin Jacobs
John Jacoby and
Diane Jacoby
Craig James ’80 ’96
Gearleen James ’70
William M. James
Anthony Jarman
Gene Jarmon ’69
John Jefferson ’73 ’81 and
Deborah Mayo-Jeffereys ’78
Phyllis Jeffer ’93
E. Ann Jefferson 84
Sterling Jeffreys ’84
Leola Jenkins ’63
Jennifer Jenkins ’96
Larry Jenkins and
Phyllis Jenkins
Margaret Jenkins ’69
Priscilla Jenkins
Jung-Hwan Jeon
Paul Joffrion
Raymond Johnson ’64 and
Alma Johnson
Barbara Johnson ’86
Lawrence Johnson and
Bernice Johnson
Bertha Johnson
Bobby Johnson
Cecilia Johnson ’84
Channie Johnson ’64
Charles Johnson and
Carol Johnson ’79
Courtirina Johnson ’64
Elbert Johnson
Elainah Johnson
Gardner Johnson ’84
Harold Johnson
Hazel Johnson ’62
Jack Johnson ’62
Jacqueline Johnson ’74
Kenasha Johnson
Malinda Johnson ’48
Oliver Johnson ’78
Reginald Johnson
Richard Johnson ’00
Rosetta Johnson
Theresa Johnson ’72
Willie Johnson-Johnson ’84
Lisa Johnson-Tonkins ’03
David Jolly
Anita Jones ’91
Anna Jones ’67 ’73
Bettye Jones ’64
Doris Jones ’60
Elizabeth Jones
Evelyn Jones ’70
Georgia Jones ’73
Harold Jones ’94 and
Teresa Jones ’86
Kito Jones ’94
Marie Jones ’65
Maryln Jones
Marsha Jones
Merriam Jones ’69
Michael Jones
Robert Jones
Terrance Jones ’11
William Jones Jr. ’90
Carmel Jones-Boyd ’84
H. Eugene Jordan
Dolores Joyner
Dennis Joyner ’76 and
Katrina Joyner
Lacy Joyner ’89
Thorin Joyner ’57
Carletta Judd ’74
Dwain Justice ’65 and
Nancy Justice ’66
Justin Kaiser
Martin Kaplan ’97
Bettina Karpasian ’11
Ruth Katz
Cathy Kea ’75
Stephen Keene ’00
Daniel Kehagias
Linwood Keith ’68 ’81
Mary Keith Shaw ’57
Hans Keizer
Yolanda Keller-Bell
Patrick Kelley and
Blair Lynne Kelley
Leonard Kelley ’74
Carolyn Kelley Arrington
James Kelly
Wanda Kemp-King ’77
Constance Kennedy ’89
William Kennedy IV
Nelson Keyes ’73
David Kiel
John Kilimanjaro and
Culey Kilimanjaro ’56
Eoline Killoough
George King II ’84
Leonard King ’67
Mary King-Taylor ’68
Eleanor Kinnard ’92
Tabricia Kirby ’04
Tiffany Kirkland ’01
David Kirsh
Mozell Knight ’74
Lisa Kosir ’07
Joseph Kovalick and
Athena Kovalick
Marcella Kovalick
David Kranies
Vance Kramer
Harry Kuhlman
Daniel Kuntzman
Elizabeth Lacey
Walter Lackey and
Charlie Lackey ’74
Wade Lagrone
Vicki Lamb
Sheila Lambert
Deborah Lane
Richard Lane and
Amelia Lane
Vinita Lane ’66
Frances Langstaff
Bruce Lapenson
Lynell Lassiter
Pamela Lattimore
Lydia Lavelle ’83
Lewis Lawrence ’76
Margaret Lawrence ’63
Yolonda Lawrence ’94
Andre Laws and
Grace Elaine Laws ’09
J. R. Lawson ’69 and
Davesene Lawson ’60
Kwame Lawson ’94
Michael Lawson and
Sandra Lawson
Richard League
Laura Lead
Willie Leathers ’72
Tyra Leazer ’90
Bruce Leceus
Sislena Lediqbetter ’91
Brandon Lee
Jennifer Lee ’01
Katie Lee ’62
Latrice McDowell ’12
Randolph Lee ’93 and
Kaja Lee
Valeria Lee ’61
Yvette Leggett
eva Lennon ’61
Jannelene Lennon ’88
Vanessa Lennon ’80
Anthony Leonard ’00 and
Nico Leonard ’00
Paul Leslie
Patricia Lester ’90
Ulysses Leverett
Mamie Lewis ’76
Nichole Lewis
Ola Lewis ’90
Robert Lewis
William Lewis ’53 ’69 and
Gloria Haynes-Lewis ’66
Margaret Lewter ’77 ’81
Andy Li
Dindo Libon
Cornelia Liles ’68
Marie Liles ’65
Jonathan Lilley ’99
Lucy Lincoln
Glynda Lindsay ’84
Evelyn Little
Thelma Little ’65
John Littlejohn ’80
George Livanos
Erika Lively ’94
Erika Liverpool
Willma Liverpool
Leon Livingston
Tanisha Locke ’07
James Locklear
Jon Lodge
Alice Logan ’40
John Logsdon ’95
Joyce Long
Robert Long ’95
Linda Love
Mallory Lovett
Norman Lovick ’64
Hazel Lowder
Daniel Lowe
Yolanda Lowery ’94
Felicia Lucas ’78
John Lucas ’52
NCCU Supports Students
From Start to Finish

NCCU has kicked off the Finish Line Initiative and Minimum Admissions Requirements Pilot Program. The programs have become an essential element moving NCCU toward its goals of increased student retention and graduation rates.

The Minimum Admissions Requirements (MAR) Pilot Program allows the university to provide academic attainment to prospective students with high GPAs but are slightly short of the minimum SAT requirements. The program also ensures students succeed academically and subsequently become outstanding employment prospects. The Finish Line Initiative provides funding to help seniors who need additional coursework in the summer following their intended graduation. To date, 53 students have benefited from the program.

This laudable effort has been greatly enhanced by a gift from NCCU Board of Trustees Member Michael P. Johnson, who donated $50,000 to make the programs available to more students.

Johnson, an alumnus with a degree in business administration, now serves as president and chief executive officer of J&A Group, LLC. His generous gift is his way of paying back to the university that molded him, just as it continues to do for today’s students.
Janet Sims-Wood ‘67
James Simuel ‘91 and
Judy Simuel
Coozette Sinclair ‘62
Cornell Singletary ‘76
Dorothy Singleton ‘73
Raymond Sitar ‘72
Vigay Sivaraman
Aisha Slade ‘10
William Slade ‘71 and
Mary Slade ‘67
James Sledge ‘91
Angela Wall ‘89
Barbara B. Smith ‘84
Barbara E. Smith ‘76
Cody Smith
Courtney Smith
Cynthia Smith
Deirdrea Smith ‘87
Denise Smith ‘82
Ellis Smith ‘61 ‘70 and
Enid Smith ‘60 ‘78
Elna Smith ‘74
George Smith
Gigi Smith
Glasco Smith ‘72
Jean Smith ‘57
Jenee Smith ‘91
John Smith
Kathy Smith
Kevin Smith
Lisa Smith ‘90 ‘92
Mildred Smith ‘63
Miles Smith
Pamela Smith
Richard Smith
Shadwan Smith
Stephen Smith
Thaddeus Smith ‘79
Erma Smith-King
Mertie Snead ‘84
Arthur Sneed and
Flora Sneet
Isaac Snape
Frances Solaris Bynum ‘82
Brian Southwell
Frank Sowell ‘56
Mary Speight
Henry Spurr ‘81 and
Sabrina Spellers ‘89
Minnie Spellman ‘61
Matthew Spreat ‘99
G. Wendell Spivey ‘76
James Spruill ‘74
Gloria Span
Sylvia Coleman Squire ‘89
Joseph Sroka
Angelique Stallings ‘97
Tim Stallman
Michelle Stanback
Clifton Stancil ‘69 and
Constance Stancil ‘68
Zelda Stanfield ‘83
Peaker Stanford ‘69
Barbara Stanley
Marjorie Steele ‘62
Pearlie Steele ‘71
Rosa Steele ‘72
Melissa Stegman ‘08
Eric Steidinger
Christopher Stephens
Dermerta Stevens ‘75
Thomas Steward
Mavis Stith ‘76
Mallie Stocks ‘55 and
Chester Stocks
Dorothy Stockton-Marshall ‘75
Carla Stoddard
Suzanne Stoskopf
Thomas Struhlsaker
Perry Sugg
B. Sterline Suggs ‘74
Jesse Suggs ‘69
Steve Sumerford ‘86
Janice Summers
Quentin Sumner ‘72
Donnie Susong ‘03 and
Jennifer Pennington ‘77
Bobby Sutton and
Chariencee Sutton ‘78
Ilean Sutton ‘89 and
Carlton Sutton
Mary Sutton ‘64
Ruechell Sutton ‘74
Cosby Swanson
Kyon Taar
Katayoun Tabrizi
Johnice Tabron ‘82
Vibeke Talley
Jessica Tambra ‘09
Helen Tannis
Keith Tapp and
Patricia Tapp ‘72 ‘82
Jay Tappan
Helen Tapper
Cela Tate ‘72
Jeffrey Tate
Stephanie Tatum ‘84
Bessie Taylor ‘64
Carolyn Taylor ‘69
Earl Taylor
Gail Taylor ‘79 ‘88
Hope Taylor
Saprina Taylor ‘96
Thomas Taylor
Melvin Teel
Duck Terrell
George Terrone
Angela Terry
Helon Thomas ‘79
Herman Thomas and
Carolyn Thomas ‘69 ‘94
Kwame Thomas ‘97 and
Lesley Thomas ‘98
Lourrie Thomas
Robby Thomas
Valeria Thomas ‘01
Victoria Thomas ‘69
Walter Thomas ‘87
Pamela Thombs ‘99
Anita Thompson ‘87
Kerry Thompson ‘09
Marshall Thompson ‘77 and
Ava Thompson ‘84
Martha Thompson ‘55
Mildred Thompson ‘66
Ronald Thompson
Rosie Thompson
Ruthelen Thompson
Shantia Jacobs Thompson ‘94
Sheila Thompson ‘75
Wanda Thompson
Leamom Thornton ‘60
Edith Thorpe
David Tilley
Diane Tilley ‘96
Leighanne Tillman
Patricia Timmons-Goodson
Aja Tingling ‘05
Fred Tinsley and
Jewel Lynne Tinsley
Bertha Todd ‘51
Frank Toliver
Doris Tomlinson ‘60 ‘67
Curtis Tom ‘72
Ann Toney
Zula Toney
Ryne Toole ‘13
Brenda Toomer ‘09
Barbara Torian ‘13
Jerry Totten ‘85
Naomi Totten
Hordis Tousain
Edward Townes ‘66 and
Joyce Wilson-Townes ‘67
Lloyd Townsend and
Cheryl Townsend
Richard Townsend and
Pamela Townsend
Claude Trotter
Robert Trotter and
Shirby Trotter
Robert Trowers
Kimberly Truesdale ‘91
Mitch Tuchman
Adrienne Tucker ‘05
Evelyn Turner ‘64
Evelyn Turner
Evelyn Turner
Evelyn Turner
Sharon Turner ‘95
Theresa Turner ‘93
William Turner ‘62
Lamont Upperman ‘73 and
Gertrude Upperman
Ronald Upperman ‘70
Regina Upshur
Queen Utley-Smith ‘75
Maria Valdecanas
Stephen Valentine ‘09
Marten Van Rijssen
Melvin Vass ‘59
Glen Vie ‘88
Erdyne Vereen
McDonald Vick ‘77 ‘96
Irving Virgil
A. Vogt and Mary Vogt
Malin Volmer
Frederick Vosburgh
David Waddell ‘77 and
Nelbra Waddell ‘80
C. V. Wainwright
Gerald Walden ‘01
Mesha Todd ‘02
Alice Walker ‘63
Crawford Walker ‘82 and
Stephanie Walker ‘77
Gwendolyn Walker ‘96
Lea Walker ‘07
Tavis Walker ‘00
John Wall and Terry Wall
Quinton Wall ‘49 ‘55
Barbara Wallace ‘56
Robert Walladrop
Chris Walton
Yan Wang
Audrey Ward ‘78
David Ward
Gary Ward
Dianne Ward
Doane Ward ‘07
Michele Warr
Angelina Warren ‘80
Linda Warren
William Warren
Pearline Washington
Robbin Washington ‘70 and
Ann Washington
Suzanne Wasielok ‘89
Annie Marie Watkins
James Watkins ‘70 and
Ellenais Watkins ‘70
Melton Ellerby and
Luredean Ellerby ‘90
Brenda Watson ‘70 and
Bobby Watson
Leroy Way Jr. ‘78 and
Susie Way ‘74
Karen Weaver ‘74
Marion Weaver ‘70 and
Barbara Weaver
Morty Webber
Elizabeth Welsby
Dave West ‘72 and
Rene West
Mary West ‘69
Sharon West
Richard Wheeler
Donnell Whittaker ‘83
Barbara White ‘97
Erica White ‘96
George White
Gloria White
Irene White ‘83
Loretta White ‘78
Frank White ‘92 and
Margaret White ‘90
Michelle White ‘90
Patricia White ‘66
Samuel White Jr.
Sandra White ‘84
Peggy Whiting
Claudette Whitley
Henry Whittlow Jr. ‘77
Bonnie Whitmore
Janice Whitley ‘67
Michelle Wicker ‘97
Leslie Wickham ‘93
Patricia Wigfall
Bynetta Wiggins ‘69
Tiffany Wilcox ‘05
Jennifer Wilder
Karyn Wilkerson ‘82 ‘97
J. S. Wilkins
James Wilkins ‘90 and
Wanda Wilkins ‘74
Thomas Wilkins ‘69 and
Betty Wilkins ‘69
Zachary Wilkins
E. A. Wilkinson
Gizelda Willard ‘98
Oscar William
Alexander Williams ‘73 ‘99
Andrew Williams
Diane Williams
Donna Williams ‘75
Dorothy Williams ‘88
Ellis Williams ‘81
Estelle Williams
Frances Williams ‘68
Fred Williams
George Williams ‘73 and
Carolyn Williams ‘73
Harold Williams and
Renee Williams ‘72
Howard Williams ‘91
James Williams ‘64 and
Hazel Williams ‘63
Jean Williams ‘87
John Williams
John Williams and
Mona Couts
Junius Williams and
Elma Williams
Kenyatta Davis Williams ‘97
Larry Williams ‘94 and
Kathy Williams ‘81
Larry Williams and
Jo Ann Williams ‘80
Pamela Williams ‘75
Stephanie Williams ‘97
Syrena Williams
Thelma Williams ‘45
Willie Williams ‘69
Joyce Williams-Green ‘70
Radavna Williams-Hinton
Clarence Williamson
David Williamson
Samuel Williamson Jr. ‘64
Chester Willis
Michael Willis ‘81
Mary Williston ‘64
Isadora Willis ‘63
Clarence Wilson and
Melverleen Wilson
Evelyn Wilson ‘64
George Wilson and
Zoe Hatcher-Wilson
Grace Wilson ‘85 ‘93
LeRoy Wilson ‘64
Tracey Wilson
Steven Wing
Crystal Winston
Levone Winston ‘88
Glora Winston-Harris ‘82
TERRY CRUMPLER, a 2010 North Carolina Central University School of Business graduate, was the first donor to the Divine Nine Giving Challenge in 2015. Crumpler, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., was among several Millennials who graduated to provide first-time donations to NCCU during 2015.

“I’ve made many lasting memories and connections at ‘Dear Ol’ NCC,’ and I want other Eagles to have the same or an even greater experience,” he said.

As an alumnus, Crumpler worked for a time in the Division of Institutional Advancement, which he says gave him a first-hand look at the rich history of the university and planted the seeds for his donation.

The Divine Nine Giving Challenge calls on sorority and fraternity members who were initiated at NCCU to stay involved and offer financial support to their alma mater.
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS:  
191 STUDENTS WERE AWARDED SCHOLARSHIPS TOTALING $313,715
Edna Cogdell ’90
Harold Cogdell ’96
Daniel Colbert
Danielle Colbert-Lewis
Oliver Cole
Annette Coleman
Rosalind Coleman ’93
Sharon Coleman
Pearl Coles
Doris Collins ’57
Nellie Collins ’54
Tyronne Comeghy ’81
Marty Comer ’84 and
Sylvia Comer ’85
Jerome Commander ’87 ’93
Albert Conner ’86
Paul Conroy
Raymond Conroy
Bill Constangy and
Deborah Constangy
Jermon Cook
Matthew Cook
Bobby Cooke ’85
Harry Cooke ’93
Taylor Cooke
William Cooke ’59
Evelyn Cooper ’91
Frederick Cooper
Geoffrey Cooper ’09
Iidel Cooper
Montavis Cooper
Sarah Cooper ’91
Sheena Johnson ’05
Vivian Cooper ’51
Wallace Cooper
Roberto Copamatos
Robin Copley
Toya Corbett
Carol Corbi
Angela Corey ’85
Theodosia Cortale-Dunn ’71
Rebbekkah Cote
Christin Cotter ’11
Vivian Cottman ’60
Robert Cotrell
William Couch
Anderson Council ’66 ’69
Evelyn Council ’74
Janice Covington
Richard Cowell
Emily Cox
Jennie Cozart ’70
Joseph Craig
Torrina Edwards
William Craighead
Barbara Crane
Gisele Crawford
Kiesha Crawford ’99
Theora Crawford ’53
Blenda Crayton
Darrell Crews ’01
Fred Crews ’79
Kenneth Crews
Regina Crews ’82
Ricky Crews ’78
William Crews ’78
Julie Crocker
William Crowder ’62
Albert Crudup
Terry Crumpler ’10
Athena Crutchfield
Curits Cummings
David Cunningham ’78 and Beverly Powell
Cunningham ’78
LaRue Cunningham ’70
Robert Cunningham and
Betty Cunningham
Samuel Cunningham ’80 and Mildred Cunningham ’82
Shefred Cunningham ’61
Dina Cutler
Vincent Dalton
Srinivasan Dandepally
Herbert Daniel ’79 and
Alma Daniel ’84
Joyce Daniel ’75
Carol Daniels
Kisha Daniels
Larry Daniels ’11
Thaddeus Daniels
Jeffrey Daum ’11
Angela Davis ’03
Carolyne Davis ’81
Christopher Davis ’10
Clarence Davis
Dana Davis
Dora Davis ’53
Emily Davis
Fred Davis
Jeffrey Davis ’92
Kendra Davis ’95
Lena Davis ’55
Pamela Davis 07
Roger Davis ’89
Emily Davison
Alshadara Dawson
Edward Daye
Rebecca Daye
Willie Daye
Elisa De Bernal
Janet Dear
Beatrice Deas
Billy Deaver
Yloshi Deberry
Evelyn Deck ’67
S. Degraffenreidt
Kermit DeGravenreedt ’60
Thomas Del Visco
Boris DeLaene
Cecil Delbridge ’71
Joseph DeLuca ’81
Tiffany Dempsey ’05
Johnny Dempson ’93 and
Zabrina Dempson ’91
Kenneth Dennis and
Jovetta Dennis ’89
Donald Devane
Sherry Devries
Virgil Dey
Raymond Dezern ’95
Matthew Dickens and
Cottis Dickens ’63
Patricia Dickinson
Shaunti’ Dickson ’99
Michelle Diggsby ’09
Liza Dillon ’00
Enrique Dinares
Tomas Ding and Kai Ding
Judith Disney
Aaron Dixon ’80
Barbara Dixon
Cora Dixon ’54
Dorothy Dixon ’86 ’74
Erica Dixon ’97
Estella Dixon
James Dixon ’96
Keith Dixon ’06
Patricia Dixon ’89
Sandra Dixon ’72 ’74
Larry Dobkins
DeLaine Dobson ’55
Kimberly Dobson
Reginald Doby ’79
Patricia Doggett ’89
Kenneth Douglas and
Linda Douglas
Walter Douglas ’54 and
Retha Douglas ’56
William Douglas
Shenita Dove ’04
Kim Dowdy ’93
Patricia Dowdy
Barbara Downey
Larry Downey
Lillian Downey ’89
Dorothy Doyle
Wilfred Drake
Marino Drake Rodriguez
Jim and Anne Drennan
David Drutz and Lydia Drutz
Jed DuBe
Patina Dubose
Janet Dudley ’00
Shirley Dudley
William Dudley ’08 and
Dawn Dudley
Faye Duffin ’76
Susan Duke
Gretta Dula ’89 ’96
Gladyss Dunston
Lena Dunston ’84
Lisa Dunston
Edward Dupree ’65 and
Helene Dupree ’65
Derrick Durham
Laura Eaddy ’12
Kenya Easley ’08
Steven Easley ’06
Loretta Easley Gibson
Howard Eason
Kathryn Eason-Saunders
Thomas East and Joan East
Kendra Eaton
James Eaves ’58
Barbara Eberhardt-Burke
Dora Ebron
Esteban Echeverria ’06
Roger Echols
David Eckert
Matthew Edge
Lawrence Edmundson ’01
Rodney Edmonds
Annie Edwards
Bartina Edwards ’04
Dorothy Edwards ’75
Stephen Edwards ’77 and
Marlene Edwards
Sterling Edwards ’93 and
Darnella Edwards ’94
Yolanda Edwards ’95
Richard Ehhardt
Salimah El-Amin ’99
Calvin Ellerbee ’78
Timothy Ellerby ’80
Jeffrey Elliott
Barbara Ellis ’61 ’75
Lavonne Ellis ’06
Alicia Ellis-Gobert ’85
Eugene Ellison ’83
Lawanda Ellison
Lilla Ellison
Bernice Emanuel ’54 and
Laveta Emanuel
Crystal Emery ’93
Geneva Errett
Mary Eron
William Eppinette
Anne Epteyn
John Ervin ’88 ’11
Rita Escalante
Jimmy Espada
Maria Espitia
Karl Esslinger
Phyllis Ethridge ’67
Cynthia Eubanks
Deborah Evans ’78
Thomas Evans and
Lynn Evans
Mary Evans
Patricia Evans-Thomas ’66
George Everhart
Anthony Exeogi ’11
Molly Fachey
Desdemona Faison
Joel Faison ’94
Vernice Faison ’04
Leslie Fann
Crystal Farmer ’04
Leo Farren
Mary Farmer
Eugene Farrar
Thomas Farrell
Gregory Farrington
Natasha Farrington ’14
Tijuanda Farrington
Ruby Farrar ’81
Elizabeth Farrisson ’59
Gerard Farrow ’06
Myra Farrow ’65
Alice Farrow ’58
Lorraine Felder
Camilla Felton
Cheryl Fennes ’87
Daniel Fenton
Daniel Ferbee ’07
Pamela Ferguson-Hagkins ’93
Karina Ferrn Lagneau
Beverly Ferreiro
Arnold Fields
Richard Fields ’70
Shirley Fields ’01
Stephen Fields ’83
Johanna Finkelstein ’94
Julia Fiore
Lyle Fiore
Marion Fisher
Yvonne Fisher
Jerome Fitch ’65
Daisy Fitte ’60
David Fitts Jr. ’10 ’11
George Fitz-Hugh ’94
Sundar Fleming
Winston Fletcher ’62 and
Srigedda Fletcher ’58 ’62
Thomas Fletcher
Kelli Flood
Liza Flores
Margarita Flores
Richard Fowler ’96
Rhonda Fowers ’73
Connie Floyd
Ana Fonseca
David Font
Fayette Forbes ’77
Philip Ford
Linda Forem
Cherth Foster
George Fountain
Helen Foust ’58
Lwinwood Foust ’88
Donna Fowler ’90
Philisa Fowler ’91
Steven Fowler ’99
Carolyn Fox ’70
Harartio Fox
Laurie Fox
Mildred Fox ’70
Jane Francis
John Francis
Lekashia Franklin ’02
Patricia Franks
William Frausenseldor
Joanne Frazer
Eric Frazier
Cate Frederick ’13
Cynthia Fredette ’96
Janae Freeman ’09
Jessica Freeman
Sarah Freeman
Stephanie Freeman
Elodie Freeman-Edwards ’61
Marian Freeman-Wright ’71
Causaunda French ’72
David French
Alfred Friedich and
Denise Friedrich ’92
Stefanie Frigo
Joseph Fryer ’62
Glenn Frye ’13
Linda Fuell ’78
Jade Fuller ’01
Jean Fuller
Marsha Fuller ’65
Charmaine Fuller Cooper ’02
Paying It Forward

Alumni **BESSIE M. AND CORNELL SLADE** share a love for North Carolina Central University that runs deeps and spans more than 40 years. The Slades, both members of the class of 1975, first met in high school in Edgecombe County, N.C., before attending NCCU.

The couple has maintained strong connections to their alma mater while developing successful professional careers. Bessie Slade, who earned a degree in sociology, worked as a vocational counselor and later in clinical social work before turning her full attention to raising their two children. Cornell Slade applied his NCCU business degree as a risk management specialist before becoming president of The Best Egg Co. of Graettinger, Iowa, which supplies liquid eggs for many of McDonald’s breakfast items.

At their 40th class reunion, the Slades established two endowments: the Bessie M. Slade Endowed Scholarship and the Cornell Slade Endowed Scholarship, each valued at $30,000. Both of these annual, renewable scholarships are designated for Eagles who are first-year students from Edgecombe County with demonstrated financial need.

“I truly believe in giving back, as our education at NCCU set forth the path that has allowed us to be successful,” said Bessie Slade.

Cornell Slade said NCCU gave him the skill set to compete in a competitive global environment and reinforced an important lesson that he first learned from his father: “You have to work hard and reach back to help others.”
Tasty Ambitions

SHALOM HAM was inspired by the culinary arts program at Northern Durham High School. “My passion became cooking,” says the now 21-year-old senior at NCCU.

Setting his sights on a career in professional food service, Mr. Ham wrestled with how to pay for college. He was fifth in a family of 10 children from rural Durham County, and knew he had to find a way to be self-sufficient.

Tapping grants, loans and applications for scholarships, Ham was able to enroll in NCCU’s Hospitality and Tourism Administration program in fall 2012. Through hard work in class, a full-time job, and a boost from the J.W. Marriott Foundation Endowed Scholarship his junior year, Ham was able to complete the Hospitality and Tourism program and will receive his degree in May 2016. Next on the horizon: attending law school to train as an attorney for the hospitality industry.

“ I love this field because of all the things you can be a part of – hotels, restaurants, casinos, resorts and museums.”

— SHALOM HAM, SENIOR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brian McCorkle ’90 and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena McCorkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent McCormick ’93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyatta McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne C. McCray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy McCready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura McCree ’70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reginald McErlomin ’13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre McDavid ’12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancie McDermott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia McDowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Mc Gee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Mc Gee ’96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance Mc Gee-Alharazim ’89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharen McDole ’88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula McGrann ’01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheree McManus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany McMillan ’09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith McMonigle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquainta McNair ’90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John McNair ’93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria McNeil ’80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankie McNall-Bright ’66 ’72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlotta McNeil ’97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia McNeil ’82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle McNeill ’53 ’60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mae Mchefal ’57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rondie McPhatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy McPherson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anges Meacham ’93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Meacham ’96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayanda Meacham ’97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Medley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ondine Mihalcescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyonie Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Miller ’91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgie Mitlon ’94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Mintz and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merybeth Howett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Dwight Mitchell ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna Mitchell ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Mitchell ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Mitchell ’96 ’12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Mitchell ’90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawi Moore ’96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomasine Moore ’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Moore ’11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Moore ’10 and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence N. Moore ’04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trina Moore ’85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth W. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth V. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Moria ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Morris ’08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassel Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Mortensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricky Murdock ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmie Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Murphy ’02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Murphy-Newkirk ’99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeDarrle Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percy Murray ’79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Musselman ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Musselwhite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Narensky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Neagle ’02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertius Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Neff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makiko Negishi ’90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melody Nelson ’89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence Nessy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Deceased**
Chemistry major **KATYA DE LA TORRE** says the GlaxoSmithKline Women in Science Scholarship has put her career on an upward trajectory. The 2015 graduate is now working as a research technician at NCCU while in the process of applying to medical school. “The scholarship has been extremely useful in helping me afford the fees required for medical school applications,” de la Torre said. The funding also enabled her to attend professional conferences where she was inspired by the presentations of established women scientists. “Going to medical school is what I always wanted to do, but this program gave me a better understanding of some of the other ways women are contributing to scientific research. I plan to continue doing research as a doctor.”

“The scholarship has been extremely useful in helping me afford the fees required for medical school applications.”

— **KATYA DE LA TORRE**, GRADUATE
Jeff Raskin and Charlene Ratliff
Joseph Ratliff ’86
John Ray ’95 and
Lawanda Sessions-Ray ’98
William Ray ’91
Calvin Reaves ’97 ’02 ’09
Felicia Reaves ’94
Christopher Reed ’93
Betty Redwood ’13
Nancy Reese-Durham
Benjamin Reid
Jorin Reid
Kenya Reid ’03
Lakshya Reid ’95
Margaret Laverne Reid ’71
John Reilly
Michael Render ’06
Trip Renn
Delores Revis ’66
Tanya Reynolds
Mary Rhodes
Shameka Rhodes ’05
Virginia Rhon
Elinor Rhyn
Donny C. Rice
Ronald Rice ’70
Ronald Riggle
Rosalind Richardson ’80
Ndibulum Hazel Richardson ’02
P. Dandham Richardson ’99
Phyllis Richardson ’86
Ardetha Smith ’63
Joel Smith ’63 and
James Smith
Gloria Smith ’63
Deena Smith ’01
Catherine Smith
Bill Smith
Allana Smith ’02
Argyle Smallwood
Rhonda Small ’09
Floyd Sloan ’02
Virgil Scott
Melissa Skiver
Christopher Skinkis
Mella Singleton ’60
Herbert Singleton Jr. and
Mella Singleton ’60
Undi Sistrunk
Christopher Skinkis
Robert Skiver and
Anne Schick
Scott Schlesinger
Arnold Schmidt
Aeon Schmook and
Eva Schmook
Victor Schoenbach
Joseph Schuch
Leon Scipo ’62 and
Berneatha Scipo
Charles Scott
Dennis Scott Jr. ’08
Emile Scott ’87
Gregory Scott and
Carla Scott ’87
John Scott
Michele Scott
Sonya Scott ’91 ’00 ’08
Tammy Scott
Virgil Scott
Warrick Scott ’83
Jamillah Scott-Branch ’08
Richard Scotton ’78
AlthaScriven ’79
Nicholas M. Scurluck
Martha Sears
Georganne Sebastian
Louis Sedaris
Kathryn Wymer Segedy
Clementine Selif ’71 ’78
Linda Seligman
Georganne Sebastian
James Senter
Brenda Sexton ’71
Keith Sexton ’96
Maurice Seymour
Frances Shabazz ’98
David Shackleford ’95
Georgia Shannon
Beverly Sharpe ’78
Kirli Shastri
Juanita Shepherd
Carolyn Sherman
Harriet Sherman ’90
Marywinne Sherwood
Carter Shewbridge
George Shields
Irish Shields ’54
Staney Shields
Joan Shipman ’79
James Shoffner and
Shadra Shoffner
Jacqueline Shrophise ’70
Daniel Simala
Debbie Simmers
Cassandra Simmons ’74
Janelle Simmons
Joe Simmons ’94
Sue Simonds
Patricia Simpson ’70
Thomas Simpson ’60 ’71 and
Sallie Simpson ’56
Javance Sinclair II
Herbert Singleton Jr. and
Mella Singleton ’60
Undi Sistrunk
Christopher Skinkis
Robert Skiver and
Melissa Skiver
Robert Stentzas-Kesler ’97
Virgil Scott
Floyd Sloan ’02
Rhonda Small ’09
Barbara Smalley
Argyle Smallwood
Allana Smith ’02
Amelia Smith
Archie Smith
Bill Smith
Carrie Smith ’90
Catherine Smith
Clara Smith ’86
Deena Smith ’01
Evelyn Smith ’62
Gloria Smith ’83
James Smith
Joel Smith ’63 and
Artheda Smith ’63
Karen Smith ’08
Keith Smith ’01
Tyrene Everett ’82 and
Linda Smith ’84
Lindsey Smith
Lynn Smith
Mauritania Smith
Nathaniel Smith
Nikia Smith
Norma Smith
Partice Smith ’93
Ronnie Smith ’80
Sarah Debnam ’99
Sharon Smith
Sherwood Smith ’70 and
Cassandra Smith ’75
Shirley Smith
Timothy Smith
Toney Smith
Walter Smith ’61
William Smith
Heather Smith Braxton ’01
Jason Smoots ’02
Thomas Snell ’03
Natashalyn Snipes ’12 ’14
Mark Snyder
Joshua Socolar
Vertella Solomon ’79
Rebecca Soper
Bram Sorgman
Endothy Solfner ’12
Allen Spalt
John Sparks
Larry Sparrow and
Jennifer Sparrow
Todd Speakman
Kathleen Speaks
Lori Special
Allen Specter
Brian Spease
Derrick Spellman ’93 and
Lakita Spellman ’98
Viola Spells
Deyaspa Spencer
Joan Spencer ’76
John Spencer
Vickie Spencer ’81 ’92
Vivian Spencer ’02 ’04
Clarence Spencer ’67 and
Vickie Spencer
Lisa Speigel
Tracey Spievay-White ’92
Henry Spragley
Stanley Sprague ’74
Terrance Spruill ’85
Christina Stableford
Charles Stanback ’65 and
Shirlyn Stanback
Artmesia Stanberry
Alison Stanley ’95
Elizabeth Stanley
Lawrence Stanley ’75
Margaret Stanley
Carol Stanton
Shen Starks
Catherine Starkweather
Orih Starn
Sandra Staton ’83
Nichole Neloms ’93
Edwin Stephen
Gwen Stephens
Paullette Stephens ’87
Antonio Stephens and
Shinell Stephens
Suzanna Stephens
Theresa Stephens
Charles Stephenson
Charles Stevens
Robert Stevens ’71
Kim Stewart
Monique Stewart ’91
Robert Stiefvater
Justin Stiller
Rebecca Stirewalt
Ann Stock
Jeanette Stokes
James Stotler
Ryan Stowe ’13
Raquel Strauss
Lucille Streeter ’70
Al Strong
Mary Strob
Raz Stuchiner
Monica Stuckey
Leonard Sturdivant ’82
William Sugg
Harold Suggs ’57 and
Frances Suggs
Vickie Suggs-Jones ’90
Tracey Super ’98
Shannon Sutherland-Kirk
Justin Sutton
Deborah Swain
William Swallow and
Louise Romanow
Jonas Swartz and
Laura Swartz ’12
Mary Swoope ’90
Lisa Sycz ’09
Quincey Tail ’06
Allis Tailley
Elizabeth Tamakloe
Wilma Tarry ’79
Annette Taylor ’90
Carol Taylor
Cecia Taylor
Courtney Taylor ’99
Cynthia Taylor ’09
David Taylor
Donna Taylor ’00
Glora Taylor
Phillis Taylor ’05
Steve Taylor
Teresa Taylor ’90
Thomas Taylor
Travis Taylor ‘94
Trevor Taylor
Veronica Taylor
Gail Taylor-Hilliard
Jordan Tazewell
Mary Tazewell ‘77
Rodriguez Teal ’91 and
Angela Teal ’90
Louis M. Teasley
Chandra Tedder
Ema Temu
Perrit Tenezinha
Angela Terry ’90 ’14
1940
Alice Logan
Margaret K. Johnson
Ernest J. Mills

1941
Howard M. Fitts

1942
Barbara F. Brice
Larry R. Hyde

1943
Rebecca P. Edmonds

1944
Ellain M. Brooks

1945
Norma L. Harrison
Thelma C. Williams

1946
Doris E. Bing-Bowser
Dorothy W. Campbell
Mabel I. Nimmo

1947
Doris T. Bethel
Savannah G. Gibson
Hubert L. Robinson**

1948
Walter M. Brown
Sudie M. Fields

1949
Jeanne B. Harris
Harold E. Johnson
Grace V. Solomon
Quinton K. Wall
Muriel Williams

1950
Willie Bradshaw
Joseph E. Campbell
Robert C. Freeman
Stanley Harley

1951
Howard Alston
Kenneth N. Alston
Ertie F. Barnes
Vivian S. Cooper
Walter P. Diggs
Louise G. Gray
Addie S. Hagans
Annie B. Harris
Davis B. Martin
Myrtle B. Sampson
Benjamin T. Siler
Bertha B. Todd
Hattie J. Warrington

1952
Doris S. Dees
Donnie J. Freeman
Gloria A. Grant
Evonne P. Jones

1953
Elise C. Blackman
Esther Y. Carter
Jeanette W. Carter
William G. Coward
Theresa B. Crawford
Dora M. Davis
Charles L. Grimes
Jean C. Harris
Don K. Harrison
Juanita J. Jordan
William A. Lewis
Gladdis M. McCoy
Myrtle J. McNeill
Odessa Roseboro
Arthrell D. Sanders
Clarice E. Sharp
Cecelia B. Williamson

1954
Charles A. Asbury
Irene M. Brown
Nellie F. Collins
Cora D. Dixon
Walter F. Douglas
Bernice K. Emanuel
Delilah T. Gomes
Willie D. Jacobs
Allene Johnson
Carrie Z. Matthews
Helen V. McLean
Beulah C. Peppers
Gordon Perry
Patsy B. Perry
Irene D. Shields
Evelyn L. Siler
Hassie S. Torain-Hester
Althea J. Truitt
Beatrice W. Vasser
Lillonteen Whitehurst

1955
Ellen C. Bentley
Donald A. Bonner
Perrell B. Bowser
Sara L. Boyd
James B. Courtney
Lena P. Davis
DeLaine C. Dobson
Peggy Ann W. Donald
Inez W. Foster
Manie A. Jones
Henry C. King
Albert W. Ogher
Lawrence Pettis
Virgie B. Phifer
Virginia E. Potts
Florence A. Prince
Joseph J. Ray
Regina L. Ray
Clyde B. Richardson
Spurgeon A. Roberts
Hazel M. Rollins
Eurydice W. Smith
Jesse A. Spratley
Mallie B. Stocks
Martha T. Thompson
Wilhelmina G. Torian
Dorea B. Watkins
Winifred Y. Williams

1956
Toussaint L. Avent
Edna L. Becton-Pittmon
Raymond J. Bell
Morris A. Blount
Oris M. Brooks
Josephine H. Brown
Vermelle T. Byrd
Sammie Chess
Robert S. Chiles
Retha H. Douglas
Eurmal D. Exum
Clavin C. Fields
Willie Gause
Helen L. Glenn
Albert E. Handy
Floyd C. Hardy
Shirley G. Hatton
Mary E. Hawkins
Josephine W. Henderson
Culey V. Kilimanjaro
Wade M. Kornegay
Ira Laster
James A. Mack
Angela D. Massenburg
Pearline W. McCoy
Dorothy M. McFalls
Francis J. McGee
Mary E. Pettus
Grayce C. Pitts
Edna L. Becton-Pittmon
Sallie L. Simpson
Frank U. Sowell
Alice N. Spratley
Lula G. Thorpe
Abbie G. Walker
Barbara G. Wallace
Zelphia G. Watson

**Deceased
1957
Barbara A. Burnette
William N. Burnette
Gwendolyn A. Calhoun
Jean W. Cherry
Bernice D. Chiles
Doris W. Collins
Marlene Enoch-Chess
Lawrence E. Hampton
Kaye H. Hargraves
Shirley J. Holifield
Rudolph J. Horried
Diebold E. Hughes
Naomi J. Jackson
Leroy R. Johnson
Theron W. Joyner
Mary F. Keith Shaw
Jacqueline L. Lacy
Mary W. Laster
Herman Lewis
Ernestine D. Lyon
Ilean H. Mattocks
Mae F. McPhail
William T. Penn
Robert L. Perry
James L. Potts
Ann W. Pretty
Harold Russell
Earlene B. Satterfield
Bernice M. Satterwhite
Jean R. Smith
Charles J. Baron
Margaret A. Barnes
1958
Margaret A. Barnes
Charles J. Baron
Ollie P. Bond
Herman L. Boone
Christine R. Bowser
Eddie T. Brit
Calvin L. Brown
Genevieve R. Brown
Fredericka B. Brown
Theaoseus T. Clayton
Janice B. Drumwright
Pauline A. Farrow
Sigreda R. Fletcher
Helene S. Foust
Betty C. Montgomery
Lawton A. Morrison
Annette B. Perry
Charles A. Ramsey
Charles L. Sanders
Elmina J. Shields
Eva C. Williams
Gertrude P. Williams
1959
Antenor J. Adam
Clara M. Allen
Norcott E. Bell
Sarah M. Bell-Lucas
Amos S. Bonner
Lena B. Boyd
Glorian H. Bradley
Doroles L. Bringley
Garland Burton
William C. Cooks
Betty H. Cozart
Geraldine F. Davis
Mary F. Evans
Alexander Faison
Faye A. Farrar
Elizabeth M. Farrison
Barbara J. Foggie
Ernest A. Harrison
Barbara L. Hughes
Lethia J. Johnson
Jacquelyn S. Joyner
Sylvia J. Malone
Barbara J. McClain
Julius A. McLeod
Dorothy W. Person
Anthony Pitt
Melvin L. Vass
1960
Frederica H. Barrow
Ruth M. Battle
Barbara H. Boone
Vivian M. Cotton
Kernet J. DeGravenreedt
Robert L. Dobbs
Daisy E. Fitts
Alice L. George
Florence E. Handy
Helen W. Hudson
Alice C. Jones
Doris D. Jones
Almeta G. Jordan
Robert L. Kornegay
Davesene W. Lawson
Mae F. Moore
Evelyn D. Morrissey
Eleanor H. Organ
Rozelia C. Pittman
Althea F. Reid
John C. Scarborough
Thomas M. Simpson
Mella D. Singleton
Rosa W. Small
William T. Small
Enid S. Smith
Leannon Thornton
Doris J. Tomlinson
Mary L. Williams
1961
George E. Brewer
Doris F. Brinson
Leslie Brinson
Glen E. Cooper
Shelred L. Cunningham
Barbara J. Ellis
Sadie R. Ethridge
Eloise Freeman-Edwards
Doris R. Goodlett
Mary N. Grissom
Jeithro R. Hawkins
Burnella Jackson-Ransom
Geraldine Kornegay
Constance H. Johnson
Valeria L. Lee
Eva B. Lennon
Shelveyean J. McCormick
Ellis H. Smith
Walter E. Smith
Minnie C. Spellman
Angela K. Waters
Clarence G. Williams
Clarence F. Williams
 Mildred C. Williams
1962
Ellen B. Amey
Dorothy F. Bailey
Willie A. Bartelle
Dorothy E. Barton
Cary A. Booker
Thomas A. Boone
George Bridges
Dorothy Y. Bumpus
Gloria E. Carver-Mack
William S. Crowder
Bettie Y. Cummings
Marvin E. Duncan
William P. Evans
Winston B. Fletcher
Joseph H. Fryar
Alphonse M. Gant
Elvira O. Green
Eva B. Gwinn
Will Hall
Yvonne W. Hatton
Gloria A. Haynes-Lewis
Margaret L. Howard-Gill
Elizabeth H. Johnson
Hazel A. Johnson
Jack Johnson
Augusta L. Jones
William W. Lawrence
Robert E. Lawson
Patricia J. Lawton
Katie L. Lee
Timothy McIntosh
Janet E. Peoples
Gladys H. Pettiford
Corene T. Richardson
Joseph B. Pettiford
Beverly D. Roach
Issac A. Robinson
Leon D. Scipio
S. D. Simmons
Yvonne M. Simmons
Cozette P. Sinclair
Evelyn V. Smith
Benjamin F. Spiller
Marjorie Steele
Larry T. Sull
William D. Turner
Rose T. Vaughan
Paul S. Wallace
William E. Wilson
1963
Marie H. Aldridge
John E. Amey
Barbara B. Atwater
David L. Avery
Frank W. Ballance
Eugene Blackman
Raymond Bunch
Fred A. Burke
Helen S. Davisport
Cottis L. Dickens
Ralph K. Fraser
Gerald Galloway
Ruby D. Green
Roy R. Gwinn
Annie M. Hill
Albert Huey
Mack A. Jarmon
Leola H. Jenkins
Emma Johnson
Ethel B. Johnson
Thad S. Jones
Blindana K. Lane
Margaret D. Lawrence
Larry S. Leatherberry
Phyllis G. Malloy
James W. Marshall
Sadie Maynard
Fay Mayo
Lola T. Mitchell
Earl Miller
Arthur W. Mims
Bilie F. Nobles
Raymond N. Nobles
Eugene Pettis
Yvonne S. Pettis
Patricia C. Ramsey
Baheejah B. Rasheed
Thorton C. Reid
Shirley B. Richmond
Marie T. Roberts
Charles W. Sanders
Lillie I. Sanders
James E. Sibert
Ardetha S. Smith
Gloria J. Smith
Joel C. Smith
Mildred W. Smith
Mable H. Stevenson
Mildred W. Smith
Mable H. Stevenson
Gwendolyn A. Strane
Gwendolyn A. Strane
Ralph A. Hunt
Charles Jarmon
Sue E. Jarmon
Alma S. Johnson
Chinnie F. Johnson
Courtrina P. Johnson
Patricia M. Johnson
Bernell Jones
Bettye S. Jones
Mattie S. Jones
Robert F. Jones
Cloyd E. Lassiter
Barbara W. Lewis
Gladys P. Lindsay
Estell M. Lloyd
Noman Lovick
Lavemee R. Mance-Burch
Toni M. Manning
Edna S. Mills
Julius W. Milton
Judy G. Mitchell
Mattie E. Moss
James E. Neal
Orilene B. Newton
Scottie M. Owings-Leaks
Barbara Parker Hayes
Vivian D. Reed
Pattie M. Baskette
Cynthia M. Bell
Carolyn B. Blanks
Ima J. Bogan
Joanne P. Boykin
Glaurus F. Brabol
Marzella A. Bryant
Doris A. Bunch
Gloria R. Burton
Evelyn J. Carter
Gladys L. Chance-Perry
Gwendolyn C. Chun
Evelyn B. Clay
Iris N. Cooper
James W. Davis
Mardecia V. Dudley
Norma R. Duncombe
Edward B. Ellis
LaVeda C. Ellis
Joyce J. Exum
Beatrice Ferree
Courtney S. Ferguson
James E. Ferguson
Kenneth B. Fronenberger
John E. Fuller
Azalee B. Gambling
Walter R. Gerald
Bobby R. Glenn
Willie E. Grissom
Thomas N. Hammond
Virginia S. Hawkins
Norma W. Haywood
John H. Henderson
Verna S. Henderson
Jachquyn Hemdon
Barbara J. Hill
Patricia V. Hill
William G. Hill
Lyle H. Horton
Margaret R. Hunt
Ralph A. Hunt
Charles Jarmon
Sue E. Jarmon
Alma S. Johnson
Chinnie F. Johnson
Courtrina P. Johnson
Patricia M. Johnson
Bernell Jones
Bettye S. Jones
Mattie S. Jones
Robert F. Jones
Cloyd E. Lassiter
Barbara W. Lewis
Gladys P. Lindsay
Estell M. Lloyd
Noman Lovick
Lavemee R. Mance-Burch
Toni M. Manning
Edna S. Mills
Julius W. Milton
Judy G. Mitchell
Mattie E. Moss
James E. Neal
Orilene B. Newton
Scottie M. Owings-Leaks
Barbara Parker Hayes
Vivian D. Reed
**Deceased
North Carolina Central University’s Division of Institutional Advancement launched “The Road to Eagle Excellence” Key Cities Tour in September 2014. The purpose of the tour was to engage and visit alumni, friends and university partners in cities across the United States. These visits provided an opportunity for Chancellor Debra Saunders-White and other members of the NCCU community to present an update on the state of the university, while encouraging support and continued investment in the institution.

**Newly Established or Enhanced University Endowments (FY 2015)**

- John Andrew Barbee Sr., Endowed Scholarship
  - Trustee John A. Barbee ’73 and Trustee Allyson Siegel
- Brian R. Dolan Endowment – Former Trustee Robert E. Dolan
- FDY, Inc. Endowed Scholarship – Floyd D. Young
- Kenneth and Lori Jones Gibbs Endowed Scholarship
  - Kenneth ’78 ’94 and Lori Gibbs
- John A. Myers, Ph.D. Endowed Scholarship – David Mitchell ’84
- Bessie M. Slade Endowed Scholarship – Bessie M. Slade ’75
- Cornell Slade Endowed Scholarship – Cornell Slade ’75
- The William and Anna Davis Tidwell Scholarship Endowment
  - Isaiah ’67 and Hellena ’68 Tidwell
- Class of 1965 Endowed Scholarship
- Class of 1968 Endowed Scholarship
- The McClary and Pear Hall Endowed Scholarship
  - General George H. ’75 and Portia Walls ’75
- Alice Blanche VanHook Mangum Endowed Scholarship
  - Elmira Mangum ’75
- Ronald F. McCray Endowed Scholarship – Ronald F. McCray
- Charles L. Bailey & Family Athletics Endowed Scholarship
  - Charles L. Bailey
- H. Donnell Lewis Endowed Graduate Student Scholarship
  - Harold Lewis
- Arthrell Dupree and Earl A. Sanders Endowed Scholarship
  - Arthrell Dupree Sanders
GIVING BY CLASS YEAR

1965
Rodrick A. Alston
Terrell R. Amos
Marion S. Ashford
Floyd Benjamin
James C. Black
Normandy S. Blackman
Leon C. Boyd
Lillie M. Boyd
Drew H. Brown
Regina M. Budd
Etheree P. Butler
Harold L. Chapman
Helen L. Chavious
Della M. Clemons
George E. Cillette
James H. Colson
Willie E. Cooper
Mary F. Cotton
Rogers M. Davis
Winfred R. Davis
Edward A. Dupree
Helene E. Dupree
Beverly A. Evans
Janice F. Farley
Myra F. Farrow
Jerome H. Fitch
Marsha B. Fuller
Roland C. Gaddy
Franklin George
Lizzie J. Harrell
Sampson E. Harrell
Carolyn F. Hayes
William L. Hayes
Gassseminie W. Hodge
Theresa Hodges

Lenward C. Hood
Brenda L. Horton
Rufus V. Horton
Dorothy L. Huey
Edward L. Irving
Dorothy J. Johnson
Morris W. Johnson
Robert M. Johnson
Owen W. Justice
Linda C. Kennedy-Beaulieu
Daniel H. Leatherberry
Claudine D. Lewis
Marie Liles
Thelma S. Little
Rose B. McCloud
Carol M. McLean
Lee M. McLean
Leonard Moore
Joy E. Nichols
David H. Parker
Gwendolyn S. Parker
Milton E. Parker
Mary S. Pande
Gwendolyn F. Ricks
Sandra K. Roberts
Michael S. Sanders
Sandra B. Sanford
Clark E. Scales
Clementine Sessions
Mattie R. Sharpless
Brenda D. Sloan
Bonnie B. Smith
Laura B. Smith
A. Leon Stanback
Charles R. Stanback
Zullia M. Toney
Herbert L. Watkins
Brenda V. White
Allie L. Williams
Joseph Williams
Mae J. Williams
Mary S. Williamson
Alphia L. Wills
Valeria H. Wilson
Charles E. Wood

1966
Brenta J. Baldwin
Margaret G. Barbee
James S. Boone
Lillian B. Byrd
Walter R. Byrd
Artina K. Cain
Lacy A. Colson
Albert R. Conner
Anderson Council
Charles E. Daye
Patricia A. Evans-Thomas
Floyd C. Fereebe
Dill Gamble
Marion A. Garrett
Evander M. Gibbs
Claudette W. Giles
William H. Giles
Furman E. Glenn
Barbara J. Harmon
Jacqueline W. Harney
James R. Harris
Kenneth W. Harris
Carolyn J. Harrison
Mildred M. Jackson
Brenda R. Jeffrey
Harold L. Jeffreys
Pamela J. Justice
Vinita L. Lane
Leroy C. Latten
Elvis Lewis
Robert L. Lunceford
Julia D. Lyons
Carlton T. Mack
Mary D. Martin
Jacquelyn M. Mays
Frankie L. McNeal-Bright
Doris N. Nixon Rutherford
Rebecca P. Nnweude
Patricia H. Paige
George A. Parlow
Sophia B. Pierce
Pamela H. Purcell
Doreles W. Revis
Clara M. Smith
Lillie M. Spencer
Lillian G. Stokes
Kay T. Thomas
Mildred C. Thompson
Edward M. Townes
Julie L. Walker
Margaret T. Walker
Patricia A. White
Larry Wilson
Angelique W. Witherspoon
Clifford Woods
Edith D. Wright

1967
Kwabena F. Ashanti
Floretta G. Benjamin
Paul E. Bennett
Priscilla R. Best
Paul F. Bittig
Terrence G. Blount
Reginald D. Boone
Doreles L. Bridgette
Herman C. Byrd
Barbara J. Campbell
William H. Carver
Evelyn C. Deck
Nettie Y. Dixon
Carolyn D. Edge
Thomas A. Elliott
Phyllis F. Ethridge
Harry L. Geter
Lettia L. Graves-Matthews
Gloria S. Green
Paris W. Green
Elia T. Harris
Patricia L. Henry
Leroy E. Hexstall
Carol M. Hill
Shirley M. Holliness
Wade Johnson
Walter S. Johnson
Anna R. Jones
Leonard King
Warren D. Leggett
Doris B. Mebane
Evelyn R. Melton
Johnnie E. Mizelle
Danny P. Neal
Helena N. Nobles-Jones
Theodore R. Picott
Jessie C. Reaves
William L. Reid
Samuel T. Rhodes
Edwin A. Roberts
Mae L. Roddy
Ann A. Rouse
Bernard H. Scott
Janet L. Sims-Wood
Maisy D. Stade
Clarence W. Spencer
Geraldine H. Thompson
Percy Thorne
Isaiah C. Williams
James H. Whitney
Jean F. Williams
Sandra Wray-McAfee

1968
Catherine C. Ascott
Joyce H. Bolden
Shere Boone
Grova L. Bridges
Rhonda L. Bridges
Irene L. Britt
Miriam H. Britton Rosenthal
Helen Bronson
Mason E. Brooks
Judge Brown
Constance B. Bryant
Denyce L. Calloway
Iris T. Chapman
William Chapman
Carolyn M. Clark
Cora Cole-McFadden
Dollie M. Daniel
Freida J. Dinkins
Dorothy J. Dixon
Dorothy N. Dove
James M. Eaves
Irene W. Fouqueuran
Linwood O. Fouest
Anthony D. Freeman
Al-Tory Gilmore
Janet B. Glenn
Thelma T. Henderson
Brenda A. Hoke
James R. Jackson
Arcelia T. Jeffreys
Dorothy M. Jones
Linwood O. Joint
Dorothy E. Johnson
Ondelik E. Johnson
Wade Johnson
Walter S. Johnson

1969
Obataiye B. Akinwole
Earlene Armstrong
Edna H. Bailey
Melvin E. Bailey
Norma C. Brown
Mary K. Butler
George K. Butterfield
Robert C. Cain
Janice M. Campbell Wright
Shirley L. Chambers
Cynthia B. Chapman
Joyce D. Clayton
Melvin L. Clayton
Wilfreda C. Coy
Clarence C. Cross
Nettie S. Crossman
Carolyn A. Dickens
Patricia L. Doggett
Vardreane K. Elliott
Dorothy L. Fleming-Brown
Evelyn L. Freeman
James W. Geer
Grafton B. Gilchrist
Betty A. Green
Fred H. Green
Deloris B. Harris
Tom T. Harris
William H. Harrison
Alma C. Hobbs
Marris B. Horton
Pamela C. Howard
Gene C. Jarmon
Margaret S. Jenkins
Michael P. Johnson
Merriam D. Jones
Lacy L. Joyner
Helen H. Latten
Kate Little
Magnoria W. Lunsford
Jesse A. Mann
Perry A. Massey
Joel E. Maxwell
Frances H. McIver
Robert L. McKinnon
Shirley P. Merritt
Brenda C. Neal
Dixie L. Newsome
Gwendolyn C. Parham
Thomas I. Parrish
Mary R. Powell
Albert R. Reddick
Margie Riley
Collyns J. Robinson
Brenda L. Sanders
James Sanders
Covia L. Stanley
Cressie H. Thigpen
Brenda A. Thompson
Hellena H. Tidwell
Frank S. Turner
Henry A. Vickers
Walter S. Weathers
Frances L. Williams

**Deceased
GIVING BY CLASS YEAR

1970

Peggy A. Alexander
James L. Avery
Evester B. Bailey
Theodis Beck
William A. Beyah
Mary C. Biggers
Daniel T. Blue
Ernest G. Brown
Muriel S. Brown
Pearl H. Brown
Larry G. Butler
Geraldine C. Carver
Kenneth R. Carver
Linda C. Chatman
Bert Collins
Jennie C. Cozart
Gloria T. Crowder
LaRue P. Cunningham
Roy L. Cuthino
Doris R. Davis
Audrey C. Drake
Patricia M. Durham
Richard K. Fields
Carolyn M. Fox
Mildred B. Fox
Theodore H. Freeland
Charles E. Fuller
James R. Fullwood
Roddy Gasither
Beryl S. Gilmore
James E. Graham
Saddie Graham
Marilyn P. Gunter
Ronald C. Gurley
Patricia H. Harrison
Kathleen E. Headden
Braxton W. Hill
Lougene Hill
Nancy D. Hill
Elzie C. Huff
Kaye D. Jackson
Gareen O. James
Evelyn A. Jones
Juarez D. Little
Dianne B. Lust
Franklin J. Manago
Peter Mason
Lillian M. Matt tox
William Mayfield
Laura C. McCree
Lewis McDowell
James M. McLean
Brenda C. McLeod
Carlton J. Mitchell
Pat E. Murray
Linda K. Norflett
Barry M. Parker
C.N. Parrish
William N. Patrick
Marguerite D. Peebles
Regena P. Perkins
Elizabeth Y. Pugh
Archie O. Rahaman
Bobbi K. Reddick
Ronald F. Rice
Gerald Riley
Rita M. Roberts
Hazel A. Sanders
Jacquelyn B. Shropshire
Henry T. Simmons
Patricia J. Simpson
Sherwood E. Smith
Lillian C. Stanley
Lucille B. Streeter
Betty A. Thomas
Joan E. Tropanis
Edward M. Underwood
Ronald Upperman
Gary E. Wall
Robbin E. Washington
Ellenof F. Watkins
James H. Watkins
Rachel H. Watkins
Brenda B. Watson
Marion J. Weaver
Raymond L. Weaver
Demerice W. Webster
Edith U. White
Melvin F. White
Charlene T. Wicks
Joyce F. Williams-Green
Cynthia H. Woods
Lee W. Booker
Denise R. Brandon
Ethel D. Briggs
Jacqueline H. Brodie
Ezell F. Brown
Raymond Bullock
James N. Byrd
Annie F. Carroll
Nancy W. Clemens
Theodosia W. Cortale-Dunn
Joyce B. Dark
Sonia G. Davis
Cecil E. Delbridge
William R. Fitzgerald
Marian G. Freeman-Wright
Annie B. Fuller-Alston
Roger R. Gregory**
William E. Hamilton
Jimmy T. Handy
Marchyco J. Harrell
Mary A. Harrison
Coria A. Hawkins
Jorge E. Murray
Irle E. Hudson
Gloria C. James
William K. James
Cynthia E. Johnson
Linda T. Johnson
Veronica B. Johnson
Richard E. Jones
Calvin Kearney
Charles E. Knox
Neil A. McDougal
A. Kathryn Miller
Thomasine E. Moore
James C. Murray
Valerie L. Noble
Ida R. Page
Gary P. Palmer
George Parker
Donald L. Phillips
Russell S. Price
Stella H. Price
Margaret L. Reid
Sandra M. Rogers
Rose P. Russell
Thomasine F. Scales
Brenda J. Sexton
William A. Simmons
Thomas M. Simpson
William L. Slade
Ronald E. Speight
Pearlie C. Steele
Robert L. Stevens
Mary D. Stevenson
Martha E. Tilley
Brendel K. Turner
Samuel E. Vaughan
Gladys L. Walden
Carolyn T. Walker
Eric E. Walker
Gladys R. Walker
Jerry L. Walker
Ingrid F. Watson-Miller
Deborah H. Weaver
Floyd W. Wicker
Mary B. Williams-Poinexter
Angela S. Wilson
Constance W. Wortham
1972

Horton C. Allen
Sylvia S. Alston
Sylvia K. Alston-Purnell
Brenda P. Ballard
Charles E. Bellingher
Susan M. Blackmon
Edna S. Blue
Willie P. Bogdan
Gladys K. Bullock
Derek L. Byrd
Rennell S. Clemmons
Donald D. Daniel
Sarah M. Davis-Walker
Ronnie R. DeWitt
Sandra C. Dixon
Carmen E. Dorsey
Carolyn Fitzgerald
Vivian Fournoy
Minnie M. Forte-Brown
Causauda B. French
Linda T. Fullwood
Geraldine E. Greene
Joseph A. Harrell
Edna L. Harrington
George T. Huf f
E. Rochelle Jackson
LaHarve M. Johnson
Theresa M. Johnson
Carolyn B. Kamara
Marsha S. Knox
Willie M. Leathers
Valor M. Mack
Isaac J. Martin
Marrian S. McDougal
Val J. McLean
Wilma R. Morris
Arimental S. Moseley
Josephus D. Perry
Ethel A. Person
Sylvia D. Robinson
John M. Rogers
Stephen 0. Russell
Bale M. Sampson
Clementine F. Self
Raymond Sitar
Glascio Smith
Rosa M. Steele
Quentin T. Sumner
Patricia A. Tapp
Celia S. Tate
Ernest D. Thompson
Curtis Toms
Clara Ann V. Walker
David West
Marilyn R. Williams
Renee Williams
Quentin Woodward
Selliesteam Worsley
1973

Johnny B. Alston
Brenda P. Asbury
Melvin L. Asbury
John A. Barbree
Bertrand L. Birdsell
Patricia Blue
Evelyn S. Booker
Dorothy Brower-Broekaw
Thelma B. Brown
Patricia A. Buie-McShee
Allie T. Bynum
Erlie K. Chavis
Reginald A. Dark
Gwendolyn B. Davis
Verlene B. DeWitt
Elvert L. Dorsey
Pauline L. Edwards
Veronica A. Fannell
Ronald L. Fisher
Rhonda F. Flowers
Ronald H. Gantt
Jackelyn L. Glenn
Mary S. Harris
Nicholas E. Harvey
Harvey Hinton
Jenny P. Horton
John R. Jeffereyes
Shirtline D. Jenkins
Georgia M. Jones
Nelson A. Keys
Esther S. Kilgore
Arnold Locklear
Victor C. Morrison
Glennette C. Murphy
Donald R. Nolen
Rosa J. Nolen
Elton M. O’Neal
Myrtle T. O’Neal
Henry W. Oxendine
Joyce C. Page
Adolphus J. Peoples
Gwendolyn A. Phillips
Verine Boole
Debra A. Porter Warters
Carolyn A. Ramsey
Gail J. Roberson
John C. Rogers
Michael L. Sauter
Robert A. Scott
Thomas M. Shuford
Dorothy M. Singleton
Theresa Toomer
Lamont W. Upperman
LeRoy Waiters
Evelyn B. Wicker
Dalpoth W. Williams
George W. Williams
Cynthia G. Woods

1974

Fleta F. Alston
Herman Alston
Regina R. Alston
Charles L. Bailey
LaQuetta Barbee
Barbara S. Belanger
Julia B. Best
Joan V. Bond
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Betty M. Borden
Wanda N. Brooks
Beatrice J. Brown
Doris G. Brown
Olga J. Bryant
Octavia W. Cabey
Otis D. Carter
Theresa T. Clark
Evelyn Clegg
Eula M. Coleman
Evelyn P. Council
Zelma L. Crisp
Delois Daniels-Hester
Janice L. Davidson
Audrey S. Davis
Carl M. Durham
Linda H. Eatmon
Wilbert R. Eatmon
Alvin L. Ellis
Kimball H. Hunt
Lenora M. Ingram
Ernest Jenkins
Grady Jessup
Jacqueline W. Johnson
Alexander L. Jones
Douglas A. Jones
Paul L. Jones
Virginia P. Jones
Melvina Jordan
Carletta Judd
Leonard T. Kelley
Mozell R. Knight
Charlie B. Lackey
May F. Langston
Joseph M. Lipscomb
Norma B. Martin
Ronald F. McCray
A. M. Waddell
Sylvia Waddell
Peggy M. Ward
Studie L. Way
Karen D. Weaver
James L. Whittaker
Wanda B. Wilkins
Lorena J. Williams
1975
Alfred L. Alexander
Iris G. Allen
Anthony A. Amos
Bobby J. Armstrong
Willie M. Barnette
Saundra V. Bass
Dorothy C. Bernholz
Earlene Glenn
Lucy P. Godwin-Hanson
Joseph Green
Debora E. Hazel
Bobby Huggins
Avis P. Hines
Gail T. Hoggard
Kevin M. Holloway
Lauretta Holloway
Charles H. Holmes
Beatrice Jones
Linda H. Jones
Ricardo T. Jones
Tony D. Kea
Elmira Mangum
James H. McLaughlin
June W. Michaux
Margaret J. Osborne-Chadwick
1976
Brenda F. Anderson
Edward M. Anderson
Sonja W. Beckford
Ulysses Bell
Ruthene S. Bellamy
Jesse Boston
Joseph A. Brown
Harold T. Epps
Gloria S. Feaster
William Forte
Edward M. Francis
Sharon S. Freeland
Willie E. Gary
Lavonda G. Gillespie
Michele R. Grace
Carol J. Grier
Loretta R. Harry
Charles L. Harvin
Lois C. Hasan
Charles L. Hayden
Yvette M. Henry
Faye J. Hester
Benjamin F. Hill
James R. Hines
Paula N. Hines
Vivian T. Holliday
Donnie Hoover
Gwendolyn D. Hudson
Phillis McCullers
Ricky McShee
Mary C. Mebane
Rodessa D. Mitchell
Marti G. Moore
NCCU Class of 1974
Jimmie D. Newkirk
Gwendolyn B. Peart
Diana T. Phillips
Mildred A. Pointer Ruddle
Freddie Putney
Angela A. Satterthwaite
Hope Sauter
Lilly Sauter
Curtis Scott
Cassandra N. Simmons
Elna Smith
Stanley B. Sprague
James L. Spruill
B Sterline Suggs
Ruechell Sutton
Victor J. Boone
Aubrey Bradshaw
Joyce Burnette
Glenda M. Carver
Michael B. Clemons
Christine C. Clinton
Therada J. Cobb-Newsome
Judy C. Coley
Joyce I. Daniel
Ahmad Daniels
Troy L. Dixon
Antionette W. Dunn
LuAnn F. Edmonds-Harris
Dorothy H. Edwards
Kathy W. Epps
Barbara N. Exum
Darryl L. Felder
Joyce E. Ferebee
Regina D. Ford
Sandra K. Gant-Satterfield
Geoffrey E. Gledhill
Freddie L. Parker
Mamie R. Parker
Mona R. Parks
Milton V. Peace
Henry J. Peterson
Paul R. Pope
William J. Powers
Florine Purdie
Ronnie J. Puryear
Debra Rowe-Reid
Avon L. Ruffin
Macerine S. Sampson
Bessie M. Slade
Cornell Slade
Cassandra M. Smith
Ira O. Smith
James H. Speed
Lawrence D. Stanley
Dermitta R. Stevens
Dorothy S. Stockton-Marshall
Marilyn A. Sutton-Haywood
Sheila S. Thompson
Elizabeth Smith
George H. Walls
Portia H. Walls
Acie L. Ward
Donna L. Williams
Pamela B. Williams
Cynthia E. Wilson
1975
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Lois C. Hasan
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Gwendolyn D. Hudson
Phillis McCullers
Ricky McShee
Mary C. Mebane
Rodessa D. Mitchell
Marti G. Moore
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Elizabeth Smith
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1975
Harold T. Epps
Gloria S. Feaster
William Forte
Edward M. Francis
Sharon S. Freeland
Willie E. Gary
Lavonda G. Gillespie
Michele R. Grace
Carol J. Grier
Loretta R. Harry
Charles L. Harvin
Lois C. Hasan
Charles L. Hayden
Yvette M. Henry
Faye J. Hester
Benjamin F. Hill
James R. Hines
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Vivian T. Holliday
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Ricky McShee
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NCCU Class of 1974
Jimmie D. Newkirk
Gwendolyn B. Peart
Diana T. Phillips
Mildred A. Pointer Ruddle
Freddie Putney
Angela A. Satterthwaite
Hope Sauter
Lilly Sauter
Curtis Scott
Cassandra N. Simmons
Elna Smith
Stanley B. Sprague
James L. Spruill
B Sterline Suggs
Ruechell Sutton
1977
William D. Acton
Albert B. Anderson
Norman B. Anderson
Sandra L. Armstrong
Annette Badgett
Niguel Barnes
Willie A. Best
Valerie A. Boone
Charles D. Bostic
Karen H. Bostick
Leland Branch
Norris E. Burton
Waltrenie M. Canada
Vivian S. Canady
Bobbie Clark
R. Denise Conwell
Charles W. Dunlap
Stephen B. Edwards
Dennis W. Ellis
Marquis A. Euro
Marilyn H. Evans
Debra H. Farmer
Michael T. Farmer
Fayette R. Forbes
Selma E. Fox
Winfred C. Goode
George R. Hamilton
Billie D. Hanes
Altise R. Harris
Larry Harris
Keith J. Haywood
Sybil S. Henderson
Denise M. Johnson
Wanda D. Kemp-King
Margaret B. Lewtor
Ernest Mangum
Daniel R. Meachum
Ellen M. Mann
Robert L. Page
W. R. Perkins
Norma D. Petway
Joyce L. Scarborough
Ralph L. Shaw
Stephanie J. Shaw
William G. Smith
Mary A. Tazewell
Marshall Thompson
McDonald Vick
David L. Wadell
Stephanie C. Walker
Judith E. Washington
Rufus Washington
Henry Whitley
Ira T. Wiggins
Evelyn Winston-Dadzie
Bobby C. Wynn

1978
Sharon D. Anderson
Bernadine S. Bellance
Victor Birks
Christopher N. Boozor
Wanda G. Brockington
Anita M. Cameron
Walter L. Cotton
Kenneth Crews
William T. Crews
Thomas F. Cuffie
Bevory F. Cunningham
David Cunningham
Mildred E. Dary
Glenwood O. Davis
Calvin Ellerbee
Deborah R. Evans
Delores A. Fogg
Obe J. Ford
Letitia E. Franklin
Linda B. Fuell
Kenneth D. Gibbs
Philip P. Godwin
Carolyn J. Green
Calvin Hilton
Glendora E. Hilton
Phyllis A. Hughes
Oliver C. Johnson
Ronita E. Jones
Doris Joseph
Jimmy Lawton
Connie W. Lipscomb
Felecia W. Lucas
Sharon Lynn-Harris
Maude W. Lyons
Vivian L. Mackey
Brenda R. McGirt
Edna F. Mitchell
Joan Morrison
John F. Price
Pecolia R. Price
Michael W. Putney
Elwood L. Robinson
Myra D. Robinson
Letitia T. Robinson Goode
Donald W. Rogers
Elizabeth P. Rollins
Richard F. Scotten
Beaver G. Sharpe
Bettina C. Shuford
Charleesie S. Sutton
Veronica J. Walker
Audrey D. Ward
Lavada Way
Loretta R. White
Larry D. Williams
Carlton E. Wilson
Sheila D. Wilson-Doby
James E. Womble
Betty C. Yancey

1979
Barbara S. Akinwole
Elmontenial C. Allens
Gloria A. Arrington
Jacqueline M. Beatty-Smith
 Moses L. Best
Armannah Bishop
Frank M. Blythe
Stephanie Branch
John B. Carter
Jan Brewer-Smoot
Avis E. Bridges-Epps
Gregory C. Bryant
Melvin L. Crawley
Fred J. Crews
Carolyn N. Crump
Karen H. Dameron
Herbert W. Daniel
James C. Davies
Rhonda A. Davis
Anne H. Daye
Reginald W. Dobey
Deborah A. Farmer
Melinda R. Gerrard
Deborah A. Farmer
Reginald W. Doby
Jhony E. Washington
Geofferey Washington
Henry Whitley
Ira T. Wiggins
Evelyn Winston-Dadzie
Bobby C. Wynn

1980
Barbara M. Armstrong
Avis A. Arts
Morris A. Autry
Jannie W. Barrett
Malcom R. Berry
Diane M. Bishop
Janice V. Brinkley
Percy A. Brinkley
Janet F. Bunch
Timmy R. Butler
Samuel Cooper
Samuel W. Cunningham
Roger L. Davis
Aaron Dixon
Timothy N. Ellerby
Brenda S. Faison
Sarah D. Folsom
Pamela S. Gleen
S. T. Harris
Cheryl F. Hart
William E. Hawkins
Virginia Hayes
James Holland
Setrina A. Hunter
Vanessa Y. Lennon
John H. Littlejohn
Gloria A. McNeil
Nelwyn J. Mpere
Debra O. Parker
Charles W. Penny
Munick L. Pfleger
Paul W. Pugh
Ava Rayland-Bailey
Sharmatra Ransome
Denise Raynor
Rosalind C. Richardson
Linda F. Rouse

1981
Gregory E. Alston
Roger I. Bailey
Lloyd R. Ballance
David A. Barnhill
Gevonda B. Braswell-Bryant
Hattie J. Carrington
Robert H. Christy
Tyronne Comegys
Beaver S. Cooper
Carolyn M. Davis
Joseph J. DeLuca
Ruby G. Farror
Michelle G. Gaston
Audwin A. Helton
Raelette H. Helton
Annette B. Hill
Anna M. Jones
Kenneth E. Koonce
Jackson Mayo
Victor Motley
Victor S. Neal
Garrett Page
Earline E. Parker
Lorethea Peacock
Edith A. Penny
George E. Pruden
Daphine Richardson
Bertha J. Rogers
Brenda B. Russell
Richard D. Smith
Henry L. Speller
Vickie V. Spencer
Richard E. Strowd
Nathanial L. Thompson
Christopher T. Watkins
Elise K. Williams
Kathy W. Williams
Michael W. Willis
Vivian A. Wooten

1982
Evelyn A. Adams
Marjorie T. Black
Renee L. Bossrew
Melvett Broadcom
Wanda G. Bryant
Regina Crow
Mildred Y. Cunningham
Ronald S. Douglas
Anthony Fox
Pandora Frazier
Gevpond B. Gilliam-Price
Eric W. Hines
Wanda R. Hylatt
List of names
Laurence B. Hawkins
Marcus E. Holmes
Kristi L. Jones
Constance B. Kennedy
Constance D. Mc Gee-Alharazim
Maureen D. Morris-Forensky
Melody C. Nelson
David Redden
Franklin L. Robinson
Winnie P. Rouse
Angela F. Smith
Sylvia Squire
Ilean D. Sutton
Derek L. Thomas
Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Teressa Y. Taylor
Annette E. Taylor
Vickie L. Suggs-Jones
Christopher Stephens
Sabrina A. Speller
Lisa R. Smith
Carrie T. Smith
Harriet S. Sherman
Mary M. Scotton
Clarence E. Rogers
Paul M. Quinn
Marshall B. Pitts
Kelly L. Patterson
Paul A. Norman
Makiko Negishi
James T. Muse
Gregory O. Mitchell
Acquirneta D. McNair
Brian S. McCorkle
Lorna M. McAllister
Cheryl L. Lloyd
Reginald J. Lipscomb
Nina E. Olson
Delores N. Neal
Kimberly A. Moore
Nathalie D. Mizelle-Johnson
Joseph L. Biggs

1990

Joseph L. Biggs
Stephany C. Biggs
Latashia Y. Boone
Felecia A. Brown
Amanda Bryant-Friedrich
Edna A. Coggell
Tatia M. Davis
Gina P. Dean
Susan J. Fisher
Carrie S. Florence
Laura C. Foreman
Donna M. Fowler
Trinitia A. Green
Elynn R. Harris
Darryl M. Hayes
Deidre R. Horton
Craig James
Odetta Johnson
William Jones
Tyra M. Leazer
Patricia T. Lester
Ola M. Lewis
Helen D. Lindsey
Reginald J. Lipscomb
Cheryl L. Lloyd
Lorna M. McAllister
Brian S. McCorkle
Acquirneta D. McNair
Gregory O. Mitchell
James T. Muse
Makiko Negishi
Paul A. Norman
Kelly L. Patterson
Marshall B. Pitts
Paul M. Quinn
Clarence E. Rogers
Mary M. Scotton
Harriet S. Sherman
Carrie T. Smith
Lisa R. Smith
Sabrina A. Speller
Christopher Stephens
Vickie L. Suggs-Jones
Mary A. Swdope
Annette E. Taylor
Teressa Y. Taylor

1991

Angela S. Teal
D. Carr Thompson
Nancy J. Thompson
Melissa C. Tukey
Luredean Watkins-Elleby
Margaret A. White
Michelle M. White
James C. Wilkins
Michelle R. Witherspoon

Willeoena D. Algood
Wanda E. Allen-Abraham
Roxana M. Alston
Kellie A. Anderson
Reba H. Beavers
John A. Bennett
Thomas E. Boles
Joyce Y. Bonner
Sheila R. Bowens-Bratts
Angelique Burns
Cassandra Cobb
Evelyn E. Cooper
Sarah D. Cooper
Danita H. Curry
Zabrina W. Dempson
Philia C. Fowler
Diana M. Freeman
Richia V. Garrison
Jerry B. Gershenhorn
Erica L. Gilchrist
Robin D. Green
Grover B. Hall
Thomas J. Harden
Pamela L. Harper
Antonio V. Hill
David H. Hinton
J. L. Holt
Jessie A. Jeffers
Avnita J. Jones
Earlene S. Jones
Katrina King
Srilena G. Ledbetter
Kim P. Mayo
Mitchell R. McAllister
Adrienne L. Meddock
Sarabina V. Miller
Nathalie D. Mizelle-Johnson
Kimberly A. Moore
Delores N. Neal
Nina E. Olson

James E. Osler
Daria J. Outlaw
Misuee Parrish
William P. Ray
Michael N. Rodrigues
Jennifer D. Sako
Sonya Scott
James D. Simuel
James E. Sledge
Jenee N. Smith
Monique Stewart
Rodriguez A. Teal
Beth Y. Thompson
Kimberly D. Truesdale
Bartha T. Villines
Wanda Weaver
Howard T. Williams
Sherron H. Williams

1992

Willa R. Allen
Toni Alston
Kenneth E. Barnes
Chantae P.
Bohannon-Mangum
Norma D. Boone
Carolyn M. Boone-Kirkland
Verita L. Brown
Kathryn C. Bunch
Louis W. Cordington
Dionne G. Cox
Jeffrey R. Davis
Lee A. Dudley
Timothy E. Elleby
Shawn K. Etheridge
Wanda L. Featherson
Constance T. Foster
Denise A. Friedich
Angela P. Grantham
Tonya R. Griffiths
Bonny D. Hamlet
Terri P. Hagan
Shanna L. Hall
Muskett E. Hansen
Stephanie E. Hays
Terri J. Heiber
Christian L. Hendricks
Patricia L. Henderson
Shirley M. Hunter
Dwayne C. Houston
Sabrina T. Hill-Black
Rosita S. Henley-Purnell
Sonya D. Hill-Scott-Larue
Jennifer D. Sako
Michael N. Rodrigues
William R. Robinson
Janice A. Blackstone
Erica T. Boone
Anthony M. Brooks
Wendell Bullard
Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Ilean D. Sutton
Winnie P. Rouse
Franklin L. Robinson
David Redden
Melody C. Nelson
Maureen D. Morris-Forensky
McGee-Alharazim

1993

Rahesha S. Amon-Harrison
Darnell F. Badger
Alton H. Barfield
Tracy H. Barley
Staris O. Best
Keith O. Bowles
Fredicia M. Caldwell
Rosalind L. Coleman
James L. Collier
Kimberly G. Collier
Harry L. Cooke
Karen Dacons-Brock
Johnny P. Dempson
Kim R. Dowdy
Sterling T. Edwards
Crystal Y. Emery
Pamela D. Ferguson-Haggins
Richard G. Gilbert
Dana M. Johnson
Phyllis M. Jeffers
Dana M. Johnson
Leah S. Johnson
Terry L. Jones
Tonya J. Joyner
Elizabeth L. Lawson
Robert J. Loftin
Roszenia A. Lovett
France L. Lunsford
Danny G. Martin
Thomas G. McClain
Dennis G. Martin
Vivian D. Mangham
Sheila R. Bowens-Bratts
Joyce Y. Bonner
Thomas E. Boles
John A. Bennett
Kellie A. Anderson
Reba H. Beavers
John A. Bennett
Thomas E. Boles
Joyce Y. Bonner
Sheila R. Bowens-Bratts
Angelique Burns
Cassandra Cobb
Evelyn E. Cooper
Sarah D. Cooper
Danita H. Curry
Zabrina W. Dempson
Philia C. Fowler
Diana M. Freeman
Richia V. Garrison
Jerry B. Gershenhorn
Erica L. Gilchrist
Robin D. Green
Grover B. Hall
Thomas J. Harden
Pamela L. Harper
Antonio V. Hill
David H. Hinton
J. L. Holt
Jessie A. Jeffers
Avnita J. Jones
Earlene S. Jones
Katrina King
Srilena G. Ledbetter
Kim P. Mayo
Mitchell R. McAllister
Adrienne L. Meddock
Sarabina V. Miller
Nathalie D. Mizelle-Johnson
Kimberly A. Moore
Delores N. Neal
Nina E. Olson

1994

Esther L. Yamaoka
André D. Vann
Theresa D. Turner
André D. Vann
Esther L. Yamaoka

1990

NCCU IS RANKED
SECOND HIGHEST
IN ALUMNI PARTICIPATION RATE AMONG 16 PEER INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNC SYSTEM

1991

NCCU IS RANKED
SECOND HIGHEST
IN ALUMNI PARTICIPATION RATE AMONG 16 PEER INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNC SYSTEM
NCCU Alumni Association, Incorporated
NCCU Baltimore Alumni Chapter
NCCU Charlotte Alumni Chapter
NCCU Columbia Metro Alumni Chapter
NCCU DC Metro Alumni Association
NCCU Durham Alumni Chapter
NCCU Fayetteville Alumni Chapter
NCCU Greensboro Alumni Chapter
NCCU Hampton Road Alumni Chapter
NCCU Johnson County Alumni Chapter
NCCU Nash-Edgecombe Alumni Chapter
NCCU New Jersey Alumni Chapter
NCCU Northern Piedmont Alumni Chapter
NCCU Philadelphia Alumni Chapter
NCCU Richmond-Petersburg Alumni Chapter
NCCU St. Louis Alumni Chapter
NCCU Wilmington-Delaware Alumni Chapter
NCCU Winston-Salem Alumni Chapter
GIVING BY
ORGANIZATIONS
BASED ON FISCAL YEAR GIVING JULY 1, 2014 – JUNE 30, 2015

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

1st Atlantic Surety Co.
Abbott Fund
Adele & Willard Gidwitz Family Foundation
Adrian Carroll Entertainment
Advance Dental Care, Inc.
AGA Tennis Enterprises
AIG Matching Grants Program
Alliance Data
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority— Alpha Zeta Omega Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Lambda Omega Chapter
ART Financial Services
Ashford TRS Sapphire VI dba
Association of Fundraising Professionals, Triangle Chapter
Association of Retired NCCU Personnel
AT&T United Way Employee Giving Campaign
Atkins Investment Company LLC
Balfour Beatty Construction Company
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
BBH Design, PA
Better World Books
Beyu Caffe
Billy’s Plumbing Services, Incorporated
Black Celebrity Giving
Black College Football Hall of Fame
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina
Boyles Law Firm, PLLC
Brigs Restaurant
Britt-Rosenthal BHO Foundation
Brookridge Assisted Living
Buffalo Wild Wings
Bullard Properties Operating Account
Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Butler & Son Funeral Home
Butterfield For Congress
BW&A Books, Inc.
Campbell University
Campus Alpha, LP
Capital Community Foundation Inc.
Capital One Services, LLC
Capital Properties
Cargill Incorporated
Carolina Academic Press
Carolina Theatre of Durham, Inc.
CBC/WRLAL Community Fund
of the Triangle Community Fdn.
CD Summer Bucs Baseball
Central Carolina Black Nurses
Central Jersey Alumnae Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Charitable Adult Rides and Services, Incorporated
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Charlottesville Area Community Foundation
Chesnutt, Clemons & Peacock, PA.
Chile Racing Stable
Chiles Dunning, Inc.
Christian Faith Baptist Church
City Of Winston-Salem
CJM Foundation
Clariant Corporation
Clark Nexsen Architect & Engineering
Cloninger Law Offices, PLLC
Closing the Achievement Gap, Inc.—
Alamance-Burlington
Comerica Incorporated
Community Foundation for Southeastern Michigan
Community Outreach For Youth and Family Services Inc.
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
CP Kruse & Company
Craig James Attorney at Law
Crisp Cleaning Service
Crowder Consulting Company, LLC
Daniels & De La Cruz PC
Dayton Foundation Depository, Inc.
DBA Silver & Associates
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Nassau–Alumnae Chapter
Desaussure Law Firm
Dominion Foundation Matching Gift Program
Dominion Resources, Inc.
Donna Taylor Law PLLC
Duke Chapel
Duke School
Durham (NC) Chapter of The Links, Incorporated
Durham Chapter Continental Societies, Inc.
Durham Green Flea Market
Durham Jazz Workshop
Durham Sports Club
Eagle Athletic Foundation
Eagleland
Earthquake Productions
Educause
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation, Incorporated
Enbergener Corporate
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Evolve Mentoring
Executive Leadership Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Ezeh Law Firm LLC
Faith Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, Inc.
Farris and Farris, P.A.
FDY, Inc.
Fidelity Foundation & Charitable Gift Fund
First Baptist Church, Georgetown
First Calvary Baptist Church
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
Fullbright Financial Consulting PA
G. Alan Incorporated
Gary, Williams, Parents, Finney, Lewis, McManus, Watson & Sp
Gatewood Financial
GCCCM Baptist Church
General Electric Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Inc.
Goddard and Peterson, PLLC
Graham-Davis Law Firm, PLLC
Greater Emmanuel Pentecostal Temple of PAW
Greater Grace Temple Community Church
Greensboro Barristers Wives
H.W. Wilson Foundation, Inc.
Halpern Immigration Law
Handi Foods
Hands Law Office PLLC
Hickory Grove Art Center
At a cost of $2.13 each, 3,500 copies of this public document were printed for a total of $7,452 in Spring 2016.
Your generous gifts and support make Eagle Excellence possible for North Carolina Central University students!

During the 2014-15 fiscal year, the combined gifts of more than 6,200 NCCU faculty, staff, alumni, parents and friends, together with our corporate and foundation partners, helped us to raise $7.6 million.

Your contributions provide critical funds for scholarships and allow our students to continue and complete their education. Thank you for your continued investment in Eagle Excellence!

nccu.edu/giveonline